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Abstract

Intel Software Guard Extensions (Intel SGX) is a technology that provides a means
of creating secure containers, or enclaves, for software executing in untrusted and
potentially malicious environments. While SGX instructions and hardware provide
the access control checks and private memory regions for enclave developers, they
give no guarantee of a secure and trusted ABI (Application Binary Interface) layer
at the boundary between enclaves and the outer world. This responsibility, of setting
up the CPU state for safe entry, sanitizing it, performing the required checks and
scrubbing it on exit, falls on the shoulders of the runtime environment. In the case
of the Fortanix Enclave Development Platform (EDP), this ABI layer functionality
is contained within a set of x86 assembly instructions that join to provide the entry
and exit setup at the ABI level.

This layer is vulnerable to a variety of attacks that can influence execution within
the enclave and potentially leak information from this protected container. Therefore,
the need arises for ensuring that the necessary prevention techniques for these attacks
exist within the runtime environment. Current countermeasures in EDP take care to
sanitize the state after entry and before exit, as well as adhere to the ABI. Specifically,
the calling convention for 64-bit x86 processors defines a set of states that must be
guaranteed after entering and before exiting an enclave. It is thus critical to verify
that these states are indeed produced and handled correctly by the software that
loads and executes enclaves.

This research presents a verification method to guarantee to the enclave developer
that, upon entry into and exit from the enclave, the state of the CPU is known,
properly sanitized and well-defined. While EDP has taken into account these types of
ABI-level vulnerabilities, it is considered as a use case in order to propose a general
method to verify the entry code of runtime environments. The safety properties
outlined in the verification proof adhere to well-established principles on hardening
the ABI-layer, as well as the calling convention for 64-bit x86 processors. These
requirements may be translated across various TEE (Trusted Execution Environment)
implementations and their relevant runtime environments, given that their entry code
can also be modeled similarly. Hence, this research also aims to solve the universal
problem of entry code verification beyond the security guarantees given by the TEE
in question - in this case, Intel SGX.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A long-established issue within information security is securing sensitive local and
remote computations in inherently untrusted scenarios. Within both cases, these
computations and their respective data must be protected from the systems in which
they reside, regardless of the level of trust that is ensured within the system. That
is to say, even on a local system managed by a trusted party, software must be
protected from other running software against unauthorized access and tampering.
Nevertheless, secure remote computation presents its own set of difficulties, wherein
sensitive code must be executed remotely on untrusted systems and must still be
expected to maintain the confidentiality and integrity guarantees it would have if it
were executed on a trusted system.

To address this, the concept of a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) comes
into play. A TEE maintains a secure memory region within a processor to protect
the confidentiality and integrity of contained code and data. In particular, it serves
to provide an environment in which its contents are effectively isolated, securely
updatable, and resistant to some variants of tampering, malicious activity, and
the exploitation of security vulnerabilities. The aim of such an environment is
to guarantee that the code executing within secure containers will maintain the
properties of integrity, in terms of both the code authenticity and the integrity of
runtime CPU registers and memory. It also ensures the ability of remote attestation,
which allows a third-party to be assured that they are indeed communicating with a
specific piece of software in the secure container [17].

Various uses for TEEs exist, among which are in Digital Rights Management
(DRM), application protection mechanisms, and secure modular programming. In
DRM, multimedia and software copyright holders may prevent end users of devices
(such as televisions) and digital services (such as digital films) from accessing, mod-
ifying, or distributing data on the device. This would then be realized by use of
a TEE protecting these secrets on the respective devices. Similarly, enterprises
may protect their provided software services on end user devices from unauthorized
accesses and modifications using TEEs. In secure modular programming TEEs
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1. Introduction

may also be utilized in order to isolate sensitive modules from one another, thereby
protecting them from one another’s vulnerabilities while still providing secure means
of communication.

Correspondingly, the TEE standard has been implemented in several ways. This
research focuses on Intel’s implementation in the Intel Software Guard Extensions
(SGX). This section provides a high-level overview of SGX, runtimes used for de-
velopment, and lays the foundation for the importance of securing entry into the
protected memory regions within SGX.

1.1 Intel SGX
Intel Software Guard Extensions (Intel SGX) is a technology that provides a means
of creating secure containers for software executing in untrusted and potentially
malicious environments. It is, fundamentally, a collection of memory access mecha-
nisms and instructions added to Intel processors that allow users to create protected
memory regions, or enclaves, that permit sensitive computations and data to be
effectively isolated from the rest of the system. This includes protection from other
applications with the same or higher privilege levels, the operating system, hypervisor,
kernel, and peripherals.

In essence, enclaves exist within an application’s virtual address space in a
protected memory region that cannot be accessed from any software outside of the
enclave. This is ensured by strict memory access mechanisms enforced by the CPU
itself. Consequently, confidentiality and integrity guarantees are provided to the
code and its data running inside the SGX enclave.

Integral to the understanding of a TEE is the concept of a Trusted Computing
Base (TCB). A TCB is the set of resources which must be guaranteed to be trusted
in order for sensitive computation and related data to be executed securely and for
the security properties of the system to be maintained. The smaller the TCB size,
the more practical its management and security maintenance. The size of the TCB in
Intel SGX is limited to only the code running inside the enclave and its private data,
making the TCB size reduced in comparison with preceding commercially available
TEE implementations [4]. This, in turn, allows for the attacker model of Intel SGX
to be defined as malicious activity in any untrusted context surrounding an enclave.
The security of the computation done inside the enclave is thus the only context that
is trusted.

1.2 Enclave Runtimes
Even so, it is primarily up to the application developers to provide software-level
security for enclave applications, while only the memory-level access restrictions
are enforced by SGX hardware. This poses the issue of maintaining the security
properties of the application interface (API) level - specifically, preventing information
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1.2. Enclave Runtimes

leakage from and malicious activity within the enclave. Correspondingly, several
runtime environments exist that allow for developers using TEEs such as Intel SGX
to create applications that can securely communicate with the outside context [19].

Among these runtimes are the Intel SGX Software Development Kit (Intel SGX
SDK), Rust SGX-SDK, and the Fortanix Rust Enclave Development Platform
(Fortanix EDP). Such runtimes differ in the interfaces they provide for enclave
applications, and likewise with the corresponding security guarantees. This research
considers EDP as a use case, which allows developers to write SGX applications
using Rust - a type and memory-safe programming language suitable for developing
security-sensitive applications.

Enclave runtimes offer a variety of abstracted security benefits for enclave de-
velopers. Among these is an interface that allows developers to annotate their code
so as to define specific entry points that any outside context may call within their
enclave application code. No other entry would then be permitted. Similarly, specific
external entry points are defined to be the only points code running within the
enclave may call in the outside context. Apart from this API-level abstraction, the
runtimes ensure some degree of ABI-level sanitization to prevent information leakage
from within the enclave. They also allow for the secure marshalling of data to and
from the enclave. The burden of defining these points of entry, however, falls on the
application developers themselves [19].

Intel provides its own runtime environment for SGX enclaves with the Intel
SGX-SDK, tailored to software written in C or C++. It is an open-source software
development kit and consists of APIs, libraries, documentation, sample source code,
and other tools needed for the development of applications leveraging the SGX
technology. With the use of the Edger8r tool, the SDK maintains secure transition of
control to and from the enclave. An enclave developer specifies an Enclave Definition
Language (EDL) file to be parsed by this tool, which generates special proxy functions
that serve to bind calls between enclave functions and outside functions [8].

A similar approach is adopted by the creators of the Rust SGX-SDK, which is
built on top of Intel’s SDK but provides support to applications written in Rust. Rust
is a type and memory-safe programming language that allows for guaranteeing the
absence of memory bugs in programs, such as use-after-free vulnerabilities, dangling
pointers, and other types of undefined behavior [18]. Rust SGX-SDK presents an
environment with an interface between the Rust layer and lower Intel SDK C/C++
layer that has been formally proven to be secure. As such, it provides memory safety
at the cost of some overhead as opposed to developing purely with the Intel SDK
[21].

Similarly, Fortanix has developed a runtime environment for Rust enclave applica-
tions, by providing a toolchain that is completely integrated with the Rust compiler.
EDP introduces a layer of abstraction by allowing enclave-outside world interactions
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1. Introduction

to be limited to a set of valid calls, named usercalls.

1.3 Trusted and Untrusted Contexts
A key idea in the principle of SGX is the distinction between trusted and untrusted
contexts. The basic notion is that the only trusted context is the enclave, and the
Intel processor is trusted to make sure no unauthorized accesses are made into enclave
memory. This trust is ensured on the basis of the assumption that the processor is
trusted, and the private key used to attest to the trustworthiness of the enclave has
not been compromised.

The untrusted context, on the other hand, is the OS, BIOS, and all other
components except the CPU. The attacker can thus access data moving to and from
the CPU and memory, and control the OS in its entirety. Furthermore, the matter of
considering side-channel attacks falls onto the enclave developer, as the SGX security
guarantees do not take such attacks into account [13]. Therefore, an assumption
made in this research is the consideration of the security guarantees of SGX in the
absence of side-channel attacks.

Accordingly, the attacker model of SGX consists of the ability to control any
component that is not the CPU, and being able to access any region that is not
the protected enclave memory - effectively, the ability to compromise anything
residing outside of the enclave, while the SGX-enabled CPU is operating correctly
and side-channel attacks are not exploitable [15].

1.4 The Importance of Securing Entry
In order to maintain the security guarantees that enclaves provide, it is of paramount
importance to make sure that information flow to and from the enclave does not
compromise this security. This includes data written from the enclave to outside
memory, function calls into and outside of the enclave, and the CPU state before
entry into and after exit from an enclave.

Entering an enclave means switching to enclave mode - not unlike switching to
kernel mode from user mode on a modern operating system. SGX-specific CPU
instructions allow for this switch to take place, effectively isolating enclave code and
data from any other software running outside of it. Exiting an enclave means exiting
enclave mode. Servicing interrupts, faults, and other exits are only done after saving
the enclave CPU state, sanitizing it, then giving control to the corresponding handler.
Likewise, any process that is not in enclave mode cannot access any memory region
belonging to the protected memory of the enclave.

Using this strict memory access control technique, encrypting enclave data
transfers and sanitizing the CPU state are all methods to avoid the leaking of
security-sensitive information from an enclave and disallow invalid accesses that may
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compromise its security. The purpose of this research, hence, is to focus on the CPU
state that is ensured upon proper entry into an SGX enclave.

The following section explains SGX internals and entry in detail, leading towards
the clarification of the specific approach taken with EDP and formal verification.
After a discussion on the research question and long-term goals, the current definitive
approach is portrayed. Initially, the C model is shown and motivated before the
actual verification is presented. Next, the formally-proven resulting CPU states
are illustrated through a set of possible execution paths of the entry code. This is
then followed by a discussion relating this research to similar work done with formal
verification and Intel SGX. This analysis is ultimately succeeded by an overview of
the assumptions pertaining to the research done, as well as the possible directions
for future work.
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Chapter 2

Background Information

Intel SGX consists of a variety of mechanisms to securely isolate enclaves from the
outside world. Among these is a distinctive set of memory access techniques that
make use of SGX hardware. This chapter details the underlying SGX mechanisms and
the corresponding enclave entry processes, followed by an overview of the Fortanix
EDP runtime environment and the verification approach with the VeriFast program
verifier.

2.1 Intel SGX

2.1.1 SGX Applications

SGX capability allows for local or remote applications to launch enclaves and
communicate with them using only predefined entry points. These enclaves (their
code and protected memory) are isolated from the rest of the systems in which
they reside, including the OS, BIOS, and peripherals. Consequently, any attempt
made to access a memory region inside the enclave is restricted to only the points of
entry. These entry points are enclave functions defined during the compilation of the
software running inside the enclave.

SGX applications typically consist of a secure and non-secure partition, where the
non-secure part loads the secure enclave either locally or remotely. This untrusted
application creates the enclave, while SGX places it into protected memory and
ensures that only the code running inside the enclave can access the enclave data.
However, this code may also access the memory of the process in which it is running,
as enclaves are part of a running application with its own address space. Henceforth,
an application consists of the enclave and its own code and data, where the enclave
just consists of its protected code and data. While an enclave may read and write
to the outer process memory, it cannot run any code or fetch instructions that are
not part of the enclave code. The application, on the other hand, may only call
the predefined entry point functions and cannot access the protected memory of the
enclave directly. The enclave data remains in the protected memory throughout
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2. Background Information

execution and after these calls from the outer process return. SGX protects both
the integrity and confidentiality of this data and computation using cryptographic
mechanisms and memory access management.

For instance, enclaves may be utilized in order to create an application that
processes confidential information and securely communicates with a remote system
to deliver the confidential computing results. In this case, the code and data required
for the secure computation would be located inside the enclave on trusted SGX
hardware, which would establish a secure channel to communicate with the remote
system and send its results. The application may hence be partitioned into the
secure part (the enclave), and the insecure part (any loader for the enclave and the
partition on the remote system).

2.1.2 Sealing and Attestation

In order for other applications - other enclaves or not - to trust a specific instance of
an enclave, SGX provides an attestation feature. Additionally, enclaves include a
hash of the enclave contents to verify their integrity and a hash of the public key of
its author, used to sign the enclave. These hashes are named the enclave and signer
measurements, respectively. Upon attestation, these measurements are utilized and
the enclave identity is signed with an attestation key. The party verifying the validity
of this signature uses its corresponding Intel certificate to verify that communication
is being done with the desired enclave and none other. The authenticity and integrity
of the enclave are thereby ensured.

Sealing, on the other hand, is used to securely maintain the confidentiality of
enclave data after the execution has completed and the enclave has been destroyed.
With sealing, enclave data may be encrypted and saved to untrusted memory and
persist while maintaining its confidentiality outside of the running enclave instance.

2.1.3 Enclave Memory

While enclaves can access the entire virtual memory address space of the host
application that loads and calls them, this application cannot access the specific
memory region in this address space that belongs to the enclave. If it attempts to,
the access is aborted. Within this virtual address space, a range of memory specified
as the Enclave Linear Address Range (ELRANGE) is designated for use only by
the enclave. It is mapped, using the page tables managed by the system software,
to an Enclave Page Cache (EPC) area stored in the Protected Memory (PRM) of
the DRAM. No non-enclave software can access the PRM, as this results in aborted
reads/writes that do not leak any information about the enclave residing in this
memory [4].

The PRM contains both the EPC and the EPC Metadata (EPCM), which is
used to check that each page within the EPC is mapped to the correct virtual
address. Since the system software manages the page tables and SGX uses the
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address translation of the system, the use of the EPCM protects against address
translation-based attacks by making sure that each physical page is mapped to an
intended virtual memory address. The EPCM also checks that each page belongs to
a specific enclave, as the entry for every page in the EPC has a metadata section in
the EPCM that points to the specific SGX Enclave Control Structure (SECS) that
is associated with that page [4].

The SECS is contained in a page that is not accessible by either application
or enclave code and is not mapped. SGX instructions use this structure to iden-
tify enclaves, their attributes, and measurements. Furthermore, Thread Control
Structures (TCS) exist for enclaves, which are also non-accessible and are stored
in pages that are not mapped by ELRANGE. Each enclave developer can allocate
as many TCS instances as necessary for the enclave, directly corresponding to the
number of threads that the enclave can run simultaneously. The TCSs contain the
architectural information necessary for context switches when switching from enclave
to non-enclave modes. This includes the OENTRY field, which specifies the entry
point into the enclave (loaded in the instruction pointer RIP), OFSBASGX and
OGSBASGX, which respectively define the bases of the FS and GS segment registers
used for Thread Local Storage (TLS) [4].

The rest of the pages inside the EPC correspond to enclave-specific data and
code, and Save State Area (SSA) pages for each TCS. SSA pages are used to safely
save the context before hardware exception handlers are invoked. These areas are
used to prevent the leakage of private data in the case of exceptions or interrupts,
by not immediately servicing the interrupt but saving the state first and placing
dummy values in the CPU registers instead [4].

2.2 Fortanix EDP

In this research, the Fortanix Enclave Development Platform is considered as a
use case for entry code verification. EDP utilizes Rust’s memory-management
capabilities to provide a development environment for creating SGX applications,
by accommodating the Rust compiler and relevant crates into its platform. It also
provides the tools needed for calling into an enclave, by use of a usercall interface
and a calling convention for its ABI specification. Rust provides memory-safety and
type-safety guarantees with its static typing and analysis system, making it a top
choice for developing security-sensitive applications.

EDP makes use of the enclave-runner crate - in particular, the default ftxsgx-
runner executable that is based on this crate - to load the enclave and handle
usercalls coming from within the enclave. After compiling a Rust program into an
ELF binary, EDP provides an executable ftxsgx-elf2sgxs to convert this into the
native SGX stream format for SGX enclaves. It also provides a tool to sign the
enclave (sgxs-sign) before loading it with an implementation of enclave-runner [5].
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2. Background Information

The usercall interface, in turn, has been accommodated into Rust’s standard
library and resides entirely within the enclave. It is a collection of a limited set of
calls that have been carefully selected to minimize the attack surface of the enclave
application. The API has been designed with several key goals in mind, including
portability and compatibility with existing Rust software [5]. The usercalls can thus
be executed by an enclave once the enclave TCS has been entered, and can be either
synchronous or asynchronous. The existing set of calls has been developed such that
they are resistant to API-level attacks on enclaves, including leaking information
from the enclave and accessing unprotected memory directly [6].

2.3 Entry Code

2.3.1 EENTER

An application uses the SGX instruction EENTER in order to transfer execution into
an enclave. This instruction properly configures the processor for SGX operations
and switches the logical processor into enclave mode, allowing the enclave to start
executing from a predetermined location (entry point). Within the context of EDP,
the preparation for entering an enclave is done by way of entry code that sets up the
enclave for entry, then calls its main function if the initialization succeeds.

The EENTER instruction, aside from verifying the enclave Thread Control
Structure (TCS), sets the RIP, XCR0, and FS and GS segment register bases. It also
saves the previous values of these registers and stores the next instruction address in
RCX. Specifically, it sets the instruction pointer RIP to a value OENTRY specified
in the TCS. This is done to ensure that the enclave starts executing at the specific
location intended by the enclave developer. Accordingly, the XCR0 register is set to
the value of XFRM in the SGX Enclave Control Structure (SECS), which determines
the architectural features meant to be enabled within the enclave during execution.
It also sets the bases of the segment registers needed for Thread Local Storage (TLS),
FS and GS. This is the state that is guaranteed upon entry by SGX [4]. The rest
of the state that needs to be set-up must be handled by the enclave developer - in
EDP, however, this is handled by the entry code.

In EDP, an enclave application’s TCS is set up during the conversion into the SGX
stream format from the ELF binary format. Upon running it with the enclave-runner
crate, the EENTER instruction is called. Finally, the entry code executes. This
code is written in x86 assembly and executes before the Rust main entry point of
the enclave program is called. It saves user registers, sanitizes the entry, sets up the
enclave according to the type of entry (initial or secondary entry, returning from a
usercall, if debugging is enabled), and jumps to the required Rust function or clears
the state and exits the enclave if it needs to abort. The functions it may call in Rust
are the standard entry point of the program, an abort function called on re-entering
after exiting, and a function to initialize the TCS on the first entry [Appendix A].
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2.3.2 CPU State upon Entry

The following describes the ABI calling convention for EDP [7]. The entry code
complies with this convention and the verification phase proves that these states are
guaranteed on each entry and exit from the enclave.

On EENTER, the entry code saves the caller’s user registers (RBX, RSP, RBP,
R12, R13, R14, R15, MXCSR. FPUCTL) in the GS segment, checks if debug mode
is enabled, then restores the processor’s extended state (SSE and x87 FPU registers,
including MXCSR and FPUCTL). Next, it checks if the EENTER is an initial entry
or a return from a usercall.

If it is a return, the code restores the enclave state (RBX, RSP, RBP, R12, R13,
R14, R15, MXCSR. FPUCTL) saved on the stack in the previous entry and jumps
back into the point that had made the usercall within the enclave. The return value
of this usercall is stored in RSI, RAX, and RDX.

If it is not a return, the code either sets up a TCS for the thread or skips this
part if the thread has already been initialized. Finally, it calls into the entry point of
the enclave code in the Rust application. The parameters for this call remain in the
RDI, RSI, RDX, R8, and R9 caller registers.

Once this entry call has been executed, the general purpose register state (R8,
R9, R10, R11) is cleared, the extended processor state is once again restored, the
flags are cleared and the caller’s user registers are restored from the GS segment.
The return values after this call are stored in RDI, RSI, and RDX. Finally, EEXIT
is called.

When making a usercall, the enclave stores the state on the stack, clears R10
and R11, and passes the parameters for the call in the RDI, RSI, RDX, R8, and R9
caller registers. On exit, the extended processor state is once again restored, the
flags are cleared and the user registers are restored from the GS segment. Finally,
EEXIT is called to pass on the usercall into user space.

2.4 VeriFast Program Verifier

2.4.1 Formal Verification Methods

Formal verification of programs is used to verify and prove the correctness of al-
gorithms that make up a system by specifying these programs using a type of
mathematical model. The formal proof is then applied to this model. Types of verifi-
cation include model checking, where the model’s possible states are fully explored,
or deductive verification, where proof obligations with respect to the specification of
the system are proved to hold using theorem provers [22].

This research utilizes VeriFast, a program verifier that employs the mathematical
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model of separation logic to reason about C and Java programs. Its proof obligations
are given as annotations to the code, where they act as separation logic assertions
on the data being manipulated. The theorem prover in this case is a Satisfiability
Modulo Theories (SMT) solver. SMT solvers are solvers for the SMT problem -
a decision problem that determines whether or not first-order logic formulas are
satisfiable [23].

Separation logic, on the other hand, is a method of specifying programs via
assertions that describe the state of a program with regard to a store (local, stack-
allocated data) and a heap (dynamically allocated data). It is particularly suited to
specifying programs that manipulate pointers, as well as reasoning about concurrent
components and allowing local reasoning about components with respect to their
local state (as opposed to global memory state) [24].

2.4.2 VeriFast

Specifying an imperative program in VeriFast translates to defining separation-logic-
based assertions, as well as additional provided functionality such as inductive data
type definitions and fixpoint functions. This verifier allows for the reasoning of
pointer-manipulating programs and verifies these programs via a technique called
symbolic execution. Symbolic execution solves the verification problem - that no
illegal memory accesses are made throughout the execution - by assigning first-order
logic terms to all values and specifying utilized memory locations using assertions.

Additionally, VeriFast is capable of proving the functional correctness of programs
(the property that each input to an algorithm produces the correct output) by
requiring relevant annotations containing value assertions for each function. An SMT
solver, proven to terminate, is used to prove the satisfiability of such value assertions.
VeriFast also guarantees that no part of the program accesses unallocated memory
during execution, and the program is free of memory errors such as dangling pointers
and use-after-free errors [9]. Consequently, this approach is utilized to formally verify
the EDP entry code.

2.5 Conclusion
SGX enclave entry happens by way of the EENTER instruction, which transfers
execution control to an entry point within the enclave. In the case of EDP, this
transfer is mediated by an x86 assembly routine, named the entry code. EENTER,
and therefore SGX, only guarantees the values of the RIP, XCR0, and FS/GS segment
register bases upon entry. The rest of the state must be set up and sanitized by the
runtime software. Accordingly, EDP takes care of this through its entry code, before
allowing the execution to continue within the enclave. In the context of this research,
the entire process ensured by this assembly routine is then formally verified with the
VeriFast program verifier.
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Chapter 3

Research Goals

Intel SGX leaves it to the enclave author to provide a secure perimeter for the enclave,
a goal that the EDP runtime environment seeks to fulfill. The validity of the means
to this end must then be formally proven. This chapter presents an overview of the
aims of this research for the very purpose of formally guaranteeing the security of
this ABI-level enclave boundary.

3.1 Research Question
In principle, the entry code handles all ABI-level accesses into enclaves developed
with EDP. That is to say, while it sets up the CPU state for proper initial entry
and entry as a return from a usercall, it also takes care of sanitizing the state after
the enclave code has completed its execution. It is hence critical to note that this
assembly routine aims to prepare the state before entry into and after exit from
an enclave. Within these preparatory steps, the existing code takes special care to
properly sanitize the state, follow the x86-64 and EDP calling conventions, and insert
checks and defenses to protect against several known ABI-level attacks. This, in
turn, provides the runtime environment’s ABI-level safety guarantees that Intel SGX
does not cover on its own.

From a security standpoint, it therefore becomes necessary to verify the correctness
of the given functionality. Hence, the research question posed is as follows:

Is it possible to guarantee to the enclave author that, upon entry into and
exit from the enclave, the state of the CPU is known, properly sanitized
and well-defined?

The specific approach taken in this research is to tackle this question via the
formal verification of the entry code. Initially, a model of the x86 assembly routine is
developed in the C programming language. The functional correctness and memory
safety of this model is then proved using the specification power of the VeriFast
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program verifier. In particular, a strict set of safety properties that detail the intended
register state values are established and proved to hold through all possible execution
paths of the entry code.

The value of this verification stems from the ability of an attacker to compromise
the confidentiality and integrity of an enclave by interfering with the CPU state
during its operation. Such tampering may potentially be leveraged to inject attacker-
controlled data into the secure container, thereby compromising its security properties.
Notably, [19] and [2] detail a set of existing low-level attack vectors that may be
mitigated by defining a trusted CPU state on entry and sanitizing the state upon exit.
These include, for instance, setting flags that can leak information about memory
accesses within an enclave or cause enclave computation faults. Not clearing the
state on exit, on the other hand, may give way to side-channel exploits used to
misappropriate information about private enclave operations.

While EDP has taken these types of ABI-level vulnerabilities into account, this
research proposes a method to verify the entry code of runtime environments in
general. The safety properties outlined in the verification proof adhere to the
prevention of information leakage in the secure compilation scheme in [2], the
suggestions made by [19] on hardening the ABI-layer, as well as the calling convention
for x86-64 processors. These requirements may be translated across various TEE
implementations and their relevant runtime environments, given that their entry
code can also be modeled similarly. Hence, this research aims to solve the general
problem of entry code verification beyond the security guarantees contributed by the
TEE in question - in this case, Intel SGX.

3.2 Long-Term Goals

The target of this research is granting an assurance of trustworthiness at the ABI-
level of SGX applications. This includes clearing, setting and saving register states
corresponding to the x86-64 calling convention [14], and sanitizing the state based
on the secure compilation [2] and trusted ABI state principles [19]. Correspondingly,
the goals of this research are two-fold: firstly, to ensure that the CPU state before
entry or return into enclave code is properly set-up and sanitized, and secondly, to
ensure that the state after exit from the enclave is properly cleared.

A distinction must be made for the two types of interfaces that are of interest in
securing the boundary between an enclave and the untrusted outside world. The
first is that of securing the low-level (ABI) state, which corresponds to verifying that
the entry code produces the desired CPU state after entry into and before exit from
an enclave. The second is that of the higher-level interface, which corresponds to
the software-level calls into and out of the enclave. This is referred to as API-level
sanitization.

Existing research exposes software-level vulnerabilities at the API-level, such as
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invalid arguments and buffers during calls to and from an enclave [19]. Research to
overcome such vulnerabilities focus on, for instance, generating wrapper interfaces
for enclaves [20], or in the case of EDP, using the type-safety of Rust and a limited
usercall interface for enclaves. In the future, extending this ABI-level verification
to API-level verification would allow for a more comprehensive verification scheme
that could potentially guarantee the security of the entire perimeter of an enclave.
Accordingly, this would be API-level verification done on an interface written in
(potentially unsafe) Rust, as opposed to the ABI-level verification being done now
on the entry code written in x86 assembly.

Securing the API-level directly builds on the feat of securing the ABI-level, as the
state given to the entry code is assumed to be trusted but is, in fact, provided by an
unverified usercall interface. As this interface is on the boundary between a trusted
enclave and the rest of the application, it is integral to the security of accessing
an enclave to also consider the verification of the API-level. Furthermore, partial
verification poses its own problems that need to be addressed when evaluating the
verification with regard to edge-cases, errors, or failures in unverified modules [20, 1].
Such faults may render the verification unsound. Accordingly, it would be interesting
to analyze the assumptions made when entering the verified ABI-level, and consider
the edge-cases that may arise due to the unverified usercall interface. The formal
verification of this Rust interface is hence also a promising research direction.

Another possibility for research would be to generate correct assembly entry/exit
code from models written in higher-level languages. This approach would signify using
the model to define entry/exit specifications that could be used to automatically
generate custom ABI-level code that complies with a strict set of ABI security
rules. Providing this level of abstraction for the runtime software developer would
allow them the flexibility of incorporating it into their existing software, while also
equipping them with a set of guidelines that the ABI-level code must follow. This
could cause the runtime software developer to be limited in their capabilities for
defining entry/exit code in the sense that a rigid structure would need to be followed,
but it would allow them the freedom of making it compatible with their existing
architecture.

The verification would then also be automatically done while generating the
entry/exit code from the higher-level language specification. A promising avenue
would be defining the low-level states in a domain-specific language (DSL) suited
for this very purpose, and focusing on providing a verification proof based on the
capabilities of this DSL. The DSL would allow for only a certain set of assembly
operations with well-defined end states (normal entry, aborted entry, returning from
a usercall, exiting the enclave, etc). Likewise, the annotations used for verification
would also be automatically generated while translating this DSL specification into
assembly, thereby removing the need to define the required assertions manually. This
particular approach would alleviate the amount of work necessary for generating the
correctness and safety proofs of TEE entry/exit modules in general. The necessary
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steps would essentially be reduced to defining the intended CPU states before entry
and after exit from the secure container.

3.3 Conclusion
Enclave computations and data, as well as the memory in which they reside, are
guaranteed by SGX to be secure and trusted. The rest of the system, however,
remains untrusted and potentially attacker-controlled. As such, the interface between
the enclave and the outside world must be carefully scrutinized so as to not only
disallow information leakages from within the enclave, but also prevent any CPU
state modification that may improperly influence computations within the secure
container. This research proposes a method to formally verify that these security
precautions exist and are effective within the ABI-level enclave entry code. In
consequence, this entry code is modeled in the high-level language C and verified
using the VeriFast program verifier.

From this point forward, the current definitive approach is portrayed. Initially,
the C model is shown and motivated before the actual verification is presented. While
the annotations for this verification phase are large and complex, the aim of this
research is to ultimately be able to generate these automatically, as described above.
Finally, the formally-proven resulting CPU states are illustrated through a set of
possible execution paths of the entry code. This is then followed by a discussion
relating this research to similar work done with formal verification and Intel SGX.
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Chapter 4

C Model

The C model [Appendix B] is split into several subcomponents that make up the
entry code. The entry code [Appendix A], in turn, consists of sequentially-executed
assembly instructions, labels for jumping to different instructions, and calls to
external functions defined in the Rust interface (API-level functions defining the
entry into the enclave or aborting entry). It also consists of a set of defined symbols
and macros that are executed at several points in the entry. These components have
been directly translated into the C model.

4.1 Description

4.1.1 x86 CPU State

The CPU state [B.1] is modeled as a structure containing all the CPU registers as
unsigned integer pointers with the necessary bit size. Much of the entry code is
modeled as operations on pointers, where register names point to their values. The
full model includes the entire subset of an x86 Intel CPU that is used and modified
within the entry code: all general purpose registers, the control register, instruction
pointer, flags register, segment registers, x87 register stack, SSE registers, and an
XSAVE area for the XRSTOR assembly instruction.

The segment registers are structures containing their base addresses and limits.
The x87 state structure consists of 8 FPU data registers and the x87 special-purpose
registers: status, control, tag word, last instruction pointer, last operand pointer, and
opcode registers. The SSE state structure contains the SSE control/status register
MXCSR and its mask register, and the 16 XMM registers. The XSAVE area consists
of relevant structures for the XSAVE header, legacy area, and extended area.

The following code shows the entire CPU state model: a set of structures that
are contained within the main struct x86state structure, which is instantiated
once and used for every subsequent operation in the entry code.
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1
2 struct x87state { // x87 state registers
3
4 long double *r0;
5 long double *r1;
6 long double *r2;
7 long double *r3;
8 long double *r4;
9 long double *r5;

10 long double *r6;
11 long double *r7; // x87 fpu data registers
12
13 uint16_t * fpustat ; // status register
14 uint16_t * fpuctl ; // control register
15 uint16_t * fputagw ; // tag word register
16 uint16_t * fpulip ; // last instruction pointer register
17 uint16_t * fpuldp ; // last data pointer register
18 uint16_t *fpuop; // opcode register
19
20 };
21
22 struct ssestate { // SSE state registers
23
24 uint32_t *mxcsr; // SSE control / status register
25 uint32_t mxcsr_mask ; // MXCSR mask
26
27 uint128_t xmm0 , xmm1 , xmm2 , xmm3 , xmm4 , xmm5 , xmm6 , xmm7 ,

xmm8 , xmm9 , xmm10 , xmm11 , xmm12 , xmm13 , xmm14 , xmm15; //
XMM registers

28 };
29
30 struct xsaveheader { // XSAVE header
31
32 uint64_t XSTATE_BV ;
33
34 uint64_t XCOMP_BV ;
35
36 uint64_t * reserved ; // base address of reserved area
37 };
38
39
40 struct xsavelegacy { // XSAVE legacy area
41
42 uint64_t *base; // base address
43
44 struct x87state saved_x87state ; // area for saved x87 state
45
46 struct ssestate saved_ssestate ; // area for saved SSE state
47 };
48
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49 struct xsavextended { // XSAVE extended area
50
51 uint64_t *base; // base address
52 };
53
54 struct xsavearea { // XSAVE area
55
56 uint64_t *base; // base address of the XSAVE area
57
58 uint64_t xinuse ; // xinuse state component bitmap
59
60 uint64_t xrstor_info [4]; // CPL , VMXNR , LAXA , COMPMASK
61
62 int compact ; // 0 if XRSTOR compact form is unsupported , 1

otherwise
63
64 struct xsaveheader xsave_hdr ; // XSAVE header
65 struct xsavelegacy xsave_lgcy ; // XSAVE legacy area
66 struct xsavextended xsave_extnd ; // XSAVE extended area
67 };
68
69 struct segment {
70 uint64_t *base; // base address for segment register
71 uint64_t limit; // limit for segment
72 };
73
74
75 struct x86state {
76
77 uint64_t *xcr0; // control register
78
79 uint64_t *rsp; // 16 GPRs
80 uint64_t *rax;
81 uint64_t *rbx;
82 uint64_t *rcx;
83 uint64_t *rdx;
84 uint64_t *rdi;
85 uint64_t *rsi;
86 uint64_t *rbp;
87 uint64_t *r8;
88 uint64_t *r9;
89 uint64_t *r10;
90 uint64_t *r11;
91 uint64_t *r12;
92 uint64_t *r13;
93 uint64_t *r14;
94 uint64_t *r15;
95 uint64_t *rip; // instruction pointer
96 uint64_t * rflags ; // flags register
97
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98 struct segment ds;
99 struct segment es;

100 struct segment cs;
101 struct segment ss;
102 struct segment fs;
103 struct segment gs; // segment registers
104
105 struct x87state x87; // x87 register stack and MMX registers
106
107 struct ssestate sse; // SSE registers
108
109 struct xsavearea xsave; // XSAVE area
110
111 };

4.1.2 Instructions

All x86 assembly instructions used in the entry code are defined in this subcomponent
[B.3]. Each instruction is a function with the name of the instruction that takes its
operands (registers or values) as arguments. Registers are passed by reference, since
they are usually modified within the instruction operations. As the entry code is
written in x86 AT&T syntax, the order of arguments in these functions reflect the
order of operands in assembly instructions in this syntax (source, destination).

1
2 void xor( uint64_t val , uint64_t *dst)
3 //@ requires u_llong_integer (dst , ? dstval );
4 //@ ensures u_llong_integer (dst , val ^ dstval );
5 {
6 uint64_t res = val ^ *dst;
7
8 *dst = res;
9 }

The assembly operation xor %rdi,%rdi, would hence be modeled as a call to
the relevant function: xor(state, *(state->rdi), state->rdi).

Since all registers are modeled as pointers within the state structure, passing
these registers directly as an argument allows the instructions to modify them by
reference. As certain assembly instructions may work on both immediate and register
values, the instructions themselves are modeled with the source operand being a
value so that a register pointer may be dereferenced if needed, while an immediate
operand can be directly passed as an argument. For instance, XOR-ing the value in
a register with xor(state, 1, state->rdi) is similarly valid.

The “requires ” assertion in the previous example states that the destination
register’s value is dstval at the start of the function, while the “ensures ” assertion
states that the value is dstval XOR-ed with the source operand val at the end. The
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u_llong_integer symbol is the type of the value held in the destination register:
an unsigned long long integer of 64 bits in C. This is an example of a safety property
annotation that is verified by VeriFast.

4.1.3 Functions

The entry code defines groups of assembly instructions that are used during enclave
entry and execution. These groups of instructions are labeled and are thus modeled
in C as regular functions [B.4] that take as an argument the entire x86 CPU state
structure. The instruction functions therefore operate on the registers within this
state, which is passed by reference.

The following labelled group of operations (Lafter_init) in the entry code is
modeled as a function named lafter_init, up until the next label (Lexit). The
next labelled group of operations is modeled as a call to a similar function, named
lexit.

1 .Lafter_init :
2 /* call into main entry point */
3 load_tcsls_flag_secondary_bool cx
4 call entry /* RDI , RSI , RDX , R8 , R9 passed in from userspace */
5 mov %rax ,% rsi /* RSI = return value */
6 /* NOP: mov %rdx ,% rdx */ /* RDX = return value */
7 xor %rdi ,% rdi /* RDI = normal exit */
8 .Lexit :

The “requires ”/“ensures ” annotations are omitted for clarity, and can be
viewed in Appendix B.

1 void lafter_init ( struct x86state *state)
2 //@ requires ...
3 //@ ensures ...
4 {
5
6 load_tcsls_flag_secondary_bool (state , (state ->rcx));
7 entry(state , *( state ->rdi), *( state ->rsi), *( state ->rdx),

tcsls_flag_secondary , *( state ->r8),
8 *( state ->r9));
9 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rax), state ->rsi);

10 xor(state , *( state ->rdi), state ->rdi);
11
12 lexit(state);
13 }

4.1.4 External Functions

The entry code ends up in one of four valid states at the end of entry. These states
include the initial entry into an enclave, a return from a usercall into an enclave, an
abort signalling an unsuccessful entry attempt, and a successful exit from an enclave.
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These “end points” are defined as either external functions in Rust or a jump to
the relevant code, and are modeled as functions in C [B.5]. The parameters include
the x86 CPU state structure and other required arguments as necessary. While the
bodies of these functions are not implemented and out of scope for this research,
the ability to define function contract annotations for them provides the required
verification of the possible CPU end states.

1. Normal Entry

The following is the entry point into the enclave as specified in the C model:
1 struct pair entry( struct x86state * state , uint64_t p1 , uint64_t

p2 , uint64_t p3 , int secondary , uint64_t p4 , uint64_t p5);

The entry point as specified in EDP, in Rust:
1 // Standard TCS entrypoint , in Rust
2 extern "C" fn entry(p1: u64 , p2: u64 , p3: u64 , secondary : bool ,

p4: u64 , p5: u64) -> (u64 , u64);

2. Returning from a Usercall

The following is the return function specified in the C model that simulates jumping
back to the point in an enclave that made a usercall with the address held in R11:

1 void return_usercall ( struct x86state * state);

The jmp *%r11 instruction is the return instruction, preceded by the operations
of moving the return values to the appropriate registers (RAX, RDX) and popping
the return address into R11. The following shows the return entry code snippet in
the entry code:

1 /* return */
2 mov %rsi ,% rax /* RAX = return value */
3 /* NOP: mov %rdx ,% rdx */ /* RDX = return value */
4 pop %r11
5 lfence
6 jmp *% r11

3. Aborting Re-Entry

The following is the abort function that can be called in the case of the abort bit
being set during the execution of the entry code:

1 void abort_reentry ( struct x86state * state);

The abort function as defined in EDP, in Rust:
1 // Called by entry code on re -entry after exit , in Rust
2 extern "C" fn abort_reentry () -> !;
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4. Exiting Normally

The following is a simulation, specified in the C model, of the EEXIT instructions
once entry has completed:

1 void eexit( struct x86state * state);

The ENCLU call after moving 0x4 into EAX corresponds to the EEXIT instruction
in the entry code:

1 /* exit enclave */
2 mov $0x4 ,% eax /* EEXIT */
3 enclu
4 /* end sgx_entry */

4.1.5 Context Restoration

This subcomponent simulates the XRSTOR assembly instruction [B.3] on the x87
state and SSE state of the x86 CPU state. The XSAVE area is a memory region
containing the saved values of these registers, which XRSTOR utilizes to restore
their values. For the purposes of the entry code verification, only the restoration of
the x87 control word (FPUCTL) and the MXCSR control and status register are
taken into account. The existing assembly routine directly modifies only these two
registers in the x87 and SSE state components.

The XRSTOR instruction is modeled without the source and destination operands
specifying the XSAVE area memory location. Within the C model, this memory area
is simulated as the address of the XSAVE area structure within the x86state structure.
Similarly, the address the enclave is loaded at, the IMAGE_BASE, is simulated as a
macro constant that is sufficient for the purposes of verification. This is owing to
the assumption that these memory addresses are valid once the entry code starts
executing.

The following line is an example of the XRSTOR function being used in the entry
code:

1 xrstor .Lxsave_clear (% rip)

In the model, a separate function is used before the XRSTOR function is called,
to obtain the values of the conditions necessary for XRSTOR to operate correctly.
Specifically, these conditions depend on the requested-feature bitmap (RFBM) [8].
Correspondingly, this is done by the function get_xrstor_cond.

1 get_xrstor_cond (state);
2 xrstor (state);
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4.1.6 Entry

This is the main subcomponent [B.2] of the model. It groups assembly instructions
with regard to the way they are labelled in the entry code, and calls them in the order
that they execute sequentially with branching. A function in this subcomponent
corresponds to a labelled group of assembly instructions in the entry code.

For example, the following snippet of entry code is a sequential set of assembly
operations with four different labels.

1 jmp .Lafter_init
2 .Lskip_init :
3 entry_sanitize_final
4 .Lafter_init :
5 /* call into main entry point */
6 load_tcsls_flag_secondary_bool cx /* RCX = entry () argument :

secondary : bool */
7 call entry /* RDI , RSI , RDX , R8 , R9 passed in from userspace */
8 mov %rax ,% rsi /* RSI = return value */
9 /* NOP: mov %rdx ,% rdx */ /* RDX = return value */

10 xor %rdi ,% rdi /* RDI = normal exit */
11 .Lexit :
12 /* clear general purpose register state */
13 xor %r8 ,%r8
14 xor %r9 ,%r9
15 xor %r10 ,% r10
16 xor %r11 ,% r11
17 /* R12 ~ R15 set by sgx_exit */
18 .Lsgx_exit :

These labels correspond to functions in the C model.
1 void lskip_init ( struct x86state *state)
2 {
3
4 entry_sanitize_final (state);
5 lafter_init (state);
6 }
7
8 void lafter_init ( struct x86state *state)
9 {

10 load_tcsls_flag_secondary_bool (state , (state ->rcx));
11 entry(state , *( state ->rdi), *( state ->rsi), *( state ->rdx),

tcsls_flag_secondary , *( state ->r8),
12 *( state ->r9));
13 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rax), state ->rsi);
14 xor(state , *( state ->rdi), state ->rdi);
15
16 lexit(state);
17 }
18
19 void lexit( struct x86state *state)
20 {
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21 xor(state , *( state ->r8), state ->r8);
22 xor(state , *( state ->r9), state ->r9);
23 xor(state , *( state ->r10), state ->r10);
24 xor(state , *( state ->r11), state ->r11);
25
26 lsgx_exit (state);
27 }

Likewise, branching instructions with these labels correspond to function calls:
jmp .Lafter_init is modeled as a call of the form lafter_init(state); in a
function corresponding to the most recent label before this JMP instruction.

One of the main differences between the assembly and model execution is the
way the x86 code is sequential with branching, whereas the C model uses functions
that return to its caller after completing. Upon completion, each C model function
that corresponds to a labelled group of assembly instructions immediately calls the
function corresponding to the next labelled group.

This behavior is modeled to reflect the assembly execution as much as possible;
the functions are chained through calls in the way they execute sequentially in the
assembly code. The main function starts by calling sgx_entry, and finishes in one
of four possible states: entering an enclave normally, entering as a return from a
usercall, exiting an enclave normally, and exiting with an abort signal.

The following shows how the C model function sgx_entry calls the function
lskip_debug_init at the end of its body of operations.

1 void sgx_entry ( struct x86state *state)
2 {
3
4 uint64_t *loc;
5
6 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_retip );
7 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rax), loc);
8
9 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_rsp );

10 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rsp), loc);
11
12 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_rbp );
13 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rbp), loc);
14
15 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_r12 );
16 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r12), loc);
17
18 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_r13 );
19 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r13), loc);
20
21 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_r14 );
22 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r14), loc);
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23
24 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_r15 );
25 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r15), loc);
26
27 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_tcs_addr );
28 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rbx), loc);
29
30 uint32_t *loc1 = offset32 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_mxcsr );
31 movdw_reg (state , *( state ->sse.mxcsr), loc1);
32
33 uint16_t *loc2 = offset16 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_fcw );
34 movw_reg (state , *( state ->x87. fpuctl ), loc2);
35
36 if (DEBUG) {
37 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_debug_panic_buf_ptr );
38 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r10), loc);
39 lskip_debug_init (state);
40 } else {
41 lskip_debug_init (state);
42 }
43
44 }

The following shows the corresponding entry code that jumps to lskip_debug_init
on a branching instruction JZ (corresponding to the else statement above), but se-
quentially starts executing the operations after the JZ instruction if the jump does
not occur (corresponding to the if statement above).

1 sgx_entry :
2 /* save user registers */
3 mov %rcx ,%gs: tcsls_user_retip
4 mov %rsp ,%gs: tcsls_user_rsp
5 mov %rbp ,%gs: tcsls_user_rbp
6 mov %r12 ,%gs: tcsls_user_r12
7 mov %r13 ,%gs: tcsls_user_r13
8 mov %r14 ,%gs: tcsls_user_r14
9 mov %r15 ,%gs: tcsls_user_r15

10 mov %rbx ,%gs: tcsls_tcs_addr
11 stmxcsr %gs: tcsls_user_mxcsr
12 fn stcw %gs: tcsls_user_fcw
13
14 /* check for debug buffer pointer */
15 testb $0xff ,DEBUG (% rip)
16 jz .Lskip_debug_init
17 mov %r10 ,%gs: tcsls_debug_panic_buf_ptr
18 .Lskip_debug_init :
19 /* reset cpu state */

For macros in the entry code, however, it is apparent that their labels are
expanded to include their code. Thus, they return as normal C functions and ensure
exactly the state they modify and there is no chain of function calls in this scenario.
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1 /* This code needs to be called *after* the enclave stack has been
setup. */

2 /* There are 3 places where this needs to happen , so this is put in a
macro. */

3 .macro entry_sanitize_final
4 /* Sanitize rflags received from user */
5 /* - DF flag: x86 -64 ABI requires DF to be unset at function entry/

exit */
6 /* - AC flag: AEX on misaligned memory accesses leaks side channel

info */
7 pushfq
8 andq $~0 x40400 , (% rsp)
9 popfq

10 /* check for abort */
11 bt $0 , .Laborted (% rip)
12 jc .Lreentry_panic
13 .endm

This entry_sanitize_final macro is translated into a C model function and
may be called in any part of a function body.

1 void entry_sanitize_final ( struct x86state *state)
2 {
3
4 pushf(state);
5 and(state , 0x40400 , ( uint64_t *)*( state ->rsp));
6 popf(state);
7
8 if ( laborted ) {
9 or(state , 8, state ->rsp);

10 abort_reentry (state);
11 }
12
13 }

For example, the following entry code translates to a normal C function call for
the macro function entry_sanitize_final that is followed by a chained call for a
labelled function lafter_init.

1 .Lskip_init :
2 entry_sanitize_final
3 .Lafter_init :
4 /* call into main entry point */

1 void lskip_init ( struct x86state *state)
2 {
3 entry_sanitize_final (state);
4
5 lafter_init (state);
6 }
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4.2 Conclusion
The EDP entry code assembly routine [Appendix A] has been translated into a
C model [Appendix B] in which every operation is mapped to a corresponding C
function. Furthermore, every labelled group of assembly instructions in the entry
code is translated into a function in the C model. The x86 CPU state has also been
appropriately modeled as a C structure, wherein the fields correspond to registers
and their values. The model’s operations and functions work with a single reference
to this state structure, and modify its fields accordingly. Consequently, the entire
model is made to modify a single x86 CPU state throughout every possible execution
path of the entry code. This allows the model to explicitly exhibit all possible state
changes of the state for the purposes of specification and verification.
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Chapter 5

Verification Results

While the model has been thoroughly defined to sufficiently reflect the EDP entry
code, VeriFast annotations have been utilized to provide a specification corresponding
to each operation. As a result, the functional correctness of the model has been
verified by way of specifying the state changes after each modeled instruction. This
chapter details the verification approach and presents the results of the full proof.

5.1 Approach

Each function, external function, and x86 instruction has been verified with VeriFast
annotations - assertions that contain function preconditions (“requires ”) and
postconditions (“ensures ”). Every function takes the state it modifies and accesses
and changes this state to reflect the operations being modeled. These annotations
also require the state to change only according to the explicit operations defined in
the function, such that the results are never different from the actual results defined
in the function’s postconditions.

For instance, the XCHG instruction exchanges the values within two register
operands. The model uses the MOV instruction to swap these values (mov_reg in
the model). The annotations show how the resulting values are exchanged.

1 void xchg( struct x86state *state , uint64_t *src , uint64_t *dst)
2 /*@ requires
3 u_llong_integer (dst , ? dstval ) &*& u_llong_integer (src , ? srcval )
4 ;@*/
5 /*@ ensures
6 u_llong_integer (dst , srcval ) &*& u_llong_integer (src , dstval )
7 ;@*/
8 {
9 uint64_t tmp = *dst;

10 mov_reg (state , *src , dst);
11 mov_reg (state , tmp , src);
12 }
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Specifically, the source and destination register pointers hold the values srcval
and dstval, respectively, at the start of the function. The ? symbol implies that
the values are not known, however, they can be referred to in the postcondition.
At the end of this function, these values are swapped. The starting condition, or
precondition, is the “requires ” assertion showing the unsigned long long integer
pointer values (u_llong_integer), and the ending condition, or postcondition, is
the “ensures ” assertion showing the resulting values. This annotation signifies that
wherever this XCHG instruction is called in the model, the given values of the source
and destination operands will always be exchanged after this call takes place.

Asides from ensuring that the results of each function are precisely specified,
VeriFast guarantees the memory-safety of the model - that is, the model holds no
use-after-free or dangling pointer errors, and no illegal memory accesses are made. It
makes certain that the memory accesses done within the model are within the confines
of the explicit accesses made in the entry code, and should the entry code change
to reflect unsafe accesses, its model will not verify given the existing annotations.
Consequently, this verification proves that each function changes the state in only the
way it is described in the entry code, while also taking memory-safety into account.

It is crucial to note that any change to the entry code must be reflected in the
model and the relevant function in order to attempt to verify it with the existing
annotations. It is also important to realize that this verification is done on the C
model, meaning that while the C code in itself is also verified to be memory-safe, the
state model (and its modifications) is the main aspect of verification. Correspondingly,
the existing vulnerability countermeasures (such as entry sanitization) have been
modeled to the fullest extent possible. Should an entry code model not have these
countermeasures, the model will fail to verify. Accordingly, this verification imposes
a strict set of assertions that must be satisfied at the end of each function, regardless
of the entry state of the CPU.

5.2 Justification

VeriFast is a sound program verifier, denoting that it guarantees that the execution
of a valid, verifiable imperative program never accesses unallocated memory. It does
this by symbolically executing code by assigning symbols to possible values and
using an SMT solver to satisfy program assumptions. As such, it has been proven to
solve the verification problem of programs - to check whether or not any execution
of a program accesses unallocated memory - while also checking that all program
assertions hold within the execution [11].

This research leverages the formal guarantees of VeriFast’s capabilities - namely,
memory safety and ensuring that all safety properties expressed as assertions hold -
to provide the assurance that all executions of the model of the entry code also hold
these properties. Although memory safety can be ensured in other ways, such as
modeling the code in a memory-safe subset of the Rust language, there are several
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reasons why C and VeriFast were chosen for the purposes of this research.

In theory, the model of the existing assembly entry routine may have been
written and verified in any language - including direct verification on x86 assembly,
or verifying a Rust model that is closer to the Rust ecosystem EDP utilizes. The
advantages of each approach are evident. Verifying entry code directly minimizes the
amount of work to be done, as well as the errors that may arise from translating the
code to a higher-level model. Modeling in Rust automatically equips the model with
the memory-safety guarantees of the Rust language and may potentially prove easier
to integrate with the API-level Rust runtime software of EDP. Nevertheless, due to
being a state-of-the-art program verifier and the level of background information,
tutorials, and practical work done with VeriFast, this verifier was selected.

While VeriFast also works for Java programs, this research utilized C as a high-
level language due to the memory-level capabilities of C. Intuitively, it is easier
to reason about CPU state registers as memory addresses being pointed to and
modified according to assembly operations. Addresses that are manipulated in x86
operations, likewise, directly correspond to addresses that may be manipulated in C
programs. Since the C language is relatively closer to x86 assembly, it is also simpler
to reason about stack pointers and memory segments when these concepts can be
easily modeled using pointers and the memory model of C programs.

5.3 Annotations

VeriFast provides many constructs to ease the specification and verification of
programs, including inductive data types and fixpoint functions. Accordingly, it
reasons about memory accesses using permissions called heap chunks [10], which
define a memory address and its value. These heap chunks are provided for the
function within the precondition assertion “requires ”, and released after the end
of the function within the postcondition assertion “ensures ”. These two types of
assertions make up the function contract, an annotation that is visible after each
function signature and before each function body.

For the purposes of this research, simple function contracts were used, where
the heap chunks to be required and ensured by functions are separated by the
separation conjunction symbol &*& . This is directly due to the fact that the state
to be verified is a simple nested structure containing registers, values, and other
structures, each of which are specified in the way they are allocated - as pointers
and their values. Similarly, the state being modified in the model is a structure
whose reference is passed around to functions, and whose contents are used and
modified by accesses through fields (e.g. state->reg) and dereferencing operations
(e.g. *(state->reg)).

Hence, each field access and dereference operation needs a heap chunk to be
valid and held by the function at that particular point in the function execu-
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tion, which can simply be shown in the following field chunk-specific syntax [10]
for the register pointers: state->reg |-> ?regptr. Likewise, the value pointed
to by this register in the state can be shown in the generic chunk syntax as:
u_llong_integer(regptr,?regval), where u_llong_integer is the type of the value
(unsigned 64 bit integer for 64-bit registers). This may be any other type, including,
but not limited to u_integer and u_short_integer.

If a function precondition needs a specific register value to exist, it will require
both types of heap chunks to specify the register pointer as well as the value being
pointed to (the value held in the register):

//@ requires state->rax |-> ?raxptr
&*& u_llong_integer(raxptr,?raxval);

If, for example, the value of the register is changed as a result of an operation (e.g.
mov $0, %rax), then the “ensures ” statement will make sure the pointer remains
the same while its value is changed accordingly:

//@ ensures state->rax |-> raxptr
&*& u_llong_integer(raxptr,0);

Consequently, each register needs two separate heap chunks, one for the register
pointer, and one for the value held within the register (pointer). Both of these heap
chunks must be required and ensured if the register in question is used anywhere
in the function body. The “ensures ” statement defines the resulting value and the
verification proves that this value is indeed guaranteed at every possible execution
path that contains a call to the specific function.

For clarity and ease of understanding, the u_llong_integer, u_short_integer,
and u_integer heap chunks will from this point onwards be replaced by the reg
specifier (e.g. reg(rax, ?raxval)), denoting a register value. Within the actual
verified model in Appendix B, however, the original VeriFast heap chunk specifications
will remain unchanged.

The following example shows how all the previously defined concepts join to
produce a function contract, shown in the VeriFast annotation comment syntax,
consisting of the necessary preconditions and postconditions.
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1 void example ( struct x86state * state)
2 /*@ requires
3 state ->rax |-> ? raxptr
4 &*& reg(raxptr ,? raxval );
5 @*/
6 /*@ ensures
7 state ->rax |-> raxptr
8 &*& reg(raxptr ,0);
9 @*/

10 {
11 // mov $0 , %rax
12 mov_reg (state ,0,state ->rax);
13 }

5.4 Initial and Final CPU States

There are four possible outcomes of entry: entering an enclave normally, entering
as a return from a usercall, exiting an enclave normally, and exiting with an abort
signal. In turn, there are seven execution paths that end in one of these four final
states, as shown in Appendix A. This verification has verified the values that occur
at the end of each of these paths, proving that no matter what valid state the CPU is
in at the beginning, it will be in one of several possible states at each of these points.
Therefore, with some well-defined limitations and pre-assumptions, the sanitization
of the CPU state and memory-safety of the executed entry code is ensured.

The following states show the beginning and end results of the CPU in each of
these execution paths. This is subject to two separate assumptions: that debugging
is not enabled, and that the value of the instruction pointer RIP is not kept track of
since it always points to the next instruction and is not simulated in the model for
the purposes of this research.

The starting state for each of these seven execution paths is always the same:
the symbolic state of the CPU at the moment the entry code starts executing, at the
label sgx_entry [A, line 128]. The starting values, therefore, are simply any possible
value after the EENTER instruction has completed and the entry code is ready to
execute. The ending states, on the other hand, are the values of the registers at the
moment of enclave entry [A, line 189], exit [A, line 230], return entry [A, line 299], or
an abort signal[A, line 235]. The following tables display and compare these states
as a more readable and concise alternative to the actual model assertions.

Another point of interest is the calling convention for the calls to enter an enclave
[A, line 189] and initialize the TCS [A, line 176], which are Rust functions that
may modify registers. The 64-bit calling convention [14] was used to specify which
registers were callee-saved and which were modified by the call, ensuring that the
verification did not leave out the possibility of certain registers being modified after
a call to a Rust function within the entry code. These modified values are shown in
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the end states as new values produced by the called Rust functions.

5.4.1 Entry into the enclave after TCS initialization

Table 5.1 exhibits the comparison between the initial and final states of the CPU
registers upon entering the enclave entry point after initializing the TCS for the first
time [A, line 189; B.2, line 164].

TCS initialization happens by way of the tcs_init Rust function being called
before the entry point is reached [A, line 176]. The calling convention [14] states
that the x87 control word (FPUCTL), the control bits of MXCSR, and registers
RBP, RBX, and R12 - R15 are preserved across calls. Additionally, the DF flag in
RFLAGS must be cleared at each call and return, which is indeed the case before
calling tcs_init. The entry code saves its RDI, RSI, RDX, R8, and R9 registers
in RBX, R12 - R15, respectively. These saved register values are then restored into
their appropriate registers, as visible in the end state. As per the calling convention
of EDP [7], these registers hold the arguments to the entry point passed from the
userspace.

The entry code sets up RSP to the start of the thread stack area, sanitizes
RFLAGS to clear AC and DF, sets RCX to a boolean value specifying whether or
not the TCS has already been initialized, and restores FPUCTL and MXCSR from
the XSAVE area if necessary before calling tcs_init. It is important to note that
the XRSTOR instruction may initialize, restore from the XSAVE area, or leave the
FPUCTL/MXCSR register values unchanged depending on the XRSTOR conditions.
This is visible in the instruction implementation in Appendix B. In all possible cases,
the resulting value is referred to as the restored value.

The tcs_init call only preserves FPUCTL and the control bits of MXCSR.
The entry code, in spite of this, does not save the rest of these register values and
restore them after tcs_init. While the values of RSP and RFLAGS, for example,
are not saved and restored before this high-level unverified call to tcs_init, EDP
does not modify these values during TCS initialization. For the purposes of this
verification, hence, these values are considered to be unchanged after this call. In
further iterations of the EDP entry code, the matter of explicitly saving the values
according to the calling convention, regardless of the actual modifications, will be
addressed appropriately.

5.4.2 Entry into the enclave with a previously initialized TCS

Table 5.2 exhibits the comparison between the initial and final states of the CPU
registers upon entering the enclave entry point without initializing the TCS [A, line
189; B.2, line 164].

When a thread’s control structure has already been initialized, the only changes
that occur include: resetting the CPU state by the XRSTOR function, which restores
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Entry into the enclave after TCS initialization

Register Start State Value End State Value

FPUCTL fpuctlval restored FPUCTL value
MXCSR mxcsrval restored MXCSR control bits
R8 r8val r8val
R9 r9val r9val
R10 r10val new R10 value after tcs_init
R11 r11val new R11 value after tcs_init
R12 r12val rsival
R13 r13val rdxval
R14 r14val r8val
R15 r15val r9val
RAX raxval new RAX value after tcs_init
RIP ripval next instruction
RCX rcxval TCS information
RBX rbxval rdival
RBP rbpval rbpval
RSI rsival rsival
RDI rdival rdival
RDX rdxval rdxval
RSP rspval thread stack area
RFLAGS rflagsval 0x040400 & rflagsval

Table 5.1: State comparison for execution path 1

FPUCTL and MXCSR if necessary and is preceded by R10 holding RDX’s value and
all bits of RAX being set; setting RCX to hold TCS information and RSP to point to
the thread stack area; sanitizing RFLAGS; and checking if the entry is a return from
a usercall by loading the saved last stack pointer into R11 (since this is a normal
entry and not return, this value will be zero). The entry call follows these changes.

On a usercall, the entry code also takes care of saving the enclave state on the
stack and the stack pointer on the GS segment at the offset tcsls_last_rsp. This
is done before exiting in the function lusercall_save_state, such that the state
may be restored when returning from the usercall [A, line 261; B.2, line 118]. Before
entry, the entry code checks if this saved stack pointer value is zero: if it is, then
this is an initial entry, if it is not, then this is a return from a usercall [A, line
153; B.2, line 199]. Therefore, R11 holds the dereferenced value at the address GS +
tcsls_last_rsp.

States after Full Entry Code Execution

The following states are ensured after the entry code executes fully and transfers
complete control to the higher-level Rust code. These states are therefore ensured
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Entry into the enclave with a previously initialized TCS

Register Start State Value End State Value

FPUCTL fpuctlval restored FPUCTL value
MXCSR mxcsrval restored MXCSR value
R8 r8val r8val
R9 r9val r9val
R10 r10val rdxval
R11 r11val *(GS base + tcsls_last_rsp)
R12 r12val r12val
R13 r13val r13val
R14 r14val r14val
R15 r15val r15val
RAX raxval 0xFFFFFFFF_FFFFFFFF
RIP ripval next instruction
RCX rcxval TCS information
RBX rbxval rbxval
RBP rbpval rbpval
RSI rsival rsival
RDI rdival rdival
RDX rdxval rdxval
RSP rspval thread stack area
RFLAGS rflagsval 0x040400 & rflagsval

Table 5.2: State comparison for execution path 2

clearly as the end states of the sgx_entry function. In the previous two cases of
entry into the enclave, the CPU state that is guaranteed on the Rust entry call
is not the final state of the entry code execution, as control is transferred back to
this assembly routine after the enclave has completed its operations [Appendix A].
In the next three states of exiting the enclave or returning from a usercall within
the enclave, the CPU states that are guaranteed are indeed the final states that
occur after the entry code has finished executing. The “ensures ” assertion of the
sgx_entry model function, therefore, clearly shows the result of the entire call chain
of the entry code model.

The assertions have been simplified to show only the memory areas of the
registers being explicitly verified, although the model verifies the segments and
stack areas as well. The question mark preceding a value name, such as ?fpuctlval
signifies an unknown value at that point, where the lack of a question mark indi-
cates that this value has been declared previously in the annotations. To clarify,
reg(fpuctl,?fpuctlval) in the “requires ” assertion indicates that the value of
the FPU control word register is the unknown value shown by the symbol fpuctlval
at the beginning of the function, while reg(fpuctl,fpuctlval) in the “ensures ”
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assertion shows that the value of the FPU control word register at the end of the
function is the same as it was before the start.

The following sgx_entry function definition shows the simplified assertions that
correspond to the next three execution paths of exiting and returning from a usercall.

1 void sgx_entry ( struct x86state *state)
2 /*@ requires
3 reg(fpuctl ,? fpuctlval ) &*& reg(mxcsr ,? mxcsrval )
4 &*& reg(base , ? baseval ) &*& reg(r8 ,? r8val)
5 &*& reg(r9 ,? r9val) &*& reg(r10 ,? r10val )
6 &*& reg(r11 ,? r11val ) &*& reg(r12 ,? r12val )
7 &*& reg(r13 ,? r13val ) &*& reg(r14 ,? r14val )
8 &*& reg(r15 ,? r15val ) &*& reg(rax ,? raxval )
9 &*& reg(rip ,? ripval ) &*& reg(rcx ,? rcxval )

10 &*& reg(rbx ,? rbxval ) &*& reg(rbp ,? rbpval )
11 &*& reg(rsi ,? rsival ) &*& reg(rdi ,? rdival )
12 &*& reg(rdx ,? rdxval ) &*& reg(rsp ,? rspval )
13 &*& reg(rflags ,? rflagsval );
14 @*/
15 /*@ ensures
16 ( tcsls_last_rspval != 0 ?
17 reg(fpuctl , usersavedfpuctlval ) : reg(fpuctl , fpuctlval ))
18 &*& ( tcsls_last_rspval != 0 ?
19 reg(mxcsr , usersavedmxcsrval ) : reg(mxcsr , mxcsrval ))
20 &*& reg(rip , ripval )
21 &*& ( tcsls_last_rspval != 0 ?
22 reg(r8 ,r8val) : reg(r8 ,? r8valnew ))
23 &*& ( tcsls_last_rspval != 0 ?
24 reg(r9 ,r9val) : reg(r9 ,? r9valnew ))
25 &*& ( tcsls_last_rspval != 0 ?
26 reg(r10 , rdxval ) : reg(r10 ,? r10valnew ))
27 &*& ( tcsls_last_rspval != 0 ?
28 reg(r11 , usersavedr11val ): reg(r11 ,? r11valnew ))
29 &*& ( tcsls_last_rspval != 0 ?
30 reg(r12 , usersavedr12val ) : reg(r12 , r12val ))
31 &*& ( tcsls_last_rspval != 0 ?
32 reg(r13 , usersavedr13val ) : reg(r13 , r13val ))
33 &*& ( tcsls_last_rspval != 0 ?
34 reg(r14 , usersavedr14val ) : reg(r14 , r14val ))
35 &*& ( tcsls_last_rspval != 0 ?
36 reg(r15 , usersavedr15val ) : reg(r15 , r15val ))
37 &*& ( tcsls_last_rspval != 0 ?
38 reg(rax , rsival ) : reg(rax ,0 x4))
39 &*& ( tcsls_last_rspval != 0 ?
40 reg(rsi , rsival ) : reg(rsi ,? raxvalnew ))
41 &*& ( tcsls_last_rspval != 0 ?
42 reg(rcx , rcxval ) : reg(rcx ,? returnrdxval ))
43 &*& ( tcsls_last_rspval != 0 ?
44 reg(rbx , usersavedrbxval ) : reg(rbx , rcxval ))
45 &*& ( tcsls_last_rspval != 0 ?
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46 reg(rbp , usersavedrbpval ) : reg(rbp , rbpval ))
47 &*& ( tcsls_last_rspval != 0 ?
48 reg(rdi , rdival ) : reg(rdi ,? rdivalnew ))
49 &*& ( tcsls_last_rspval != 0 ?
50 reg(rdx , rdxval ) : reg(rdx ,? returnrdxval ))
51 &*& ( tcsls_last_rspval != 0 ?
52 reg(rsp , usersavedrspval ) : reg(rsp , rspval ))
53 &*& ( tcsls_last_rspval != 0 ?
54 reg(rflags ,0 x040400 & rflagsval ) : reg(rflags ,0));
55 @*/
56 {
57 uint64_t *loc;
58 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_retip );
59 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rcx), loc);
60
61 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_rsp );
62 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rsp), loc);
63
64 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_rbp );
65 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rbp), loc);
66
67 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_r12 );
68 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r12), loc);
69
70 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_r13 );
71 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r13), loc);
72
73 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_r14 );
74 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r14), loc);
75
76 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_r15 );
77 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r15), loc);
78
79 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_tcs_addr );
80 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rbx), loc);
81
82 uint32_t *loc1 = offset32 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_mxcsr );
83 movdw_reg (state , *( state ->sse.mxcsr), loc1);
84
85 uint16_t *loc2 = offset16 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_fcw );
86 movw_reg (state , *( state ->x87. fpuctl ), loc2);
87
88 if (DEBUG) {
89 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_debug_panic_buf_ptr );
90 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r10), loc);
91 lskip_debug_init (state);
92 } else {
93 lskip_debug_init (state);
94 }
95 }
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Exiting the enclave after enclave entry with TCS initialization

Register Start State Value End State Value

FPUCTL fpuctlval fpuctlval
MXCSR mxcsrval mxcsrval
R8 r8val 0
R9 r9val 0
R10 r10val 0
R11 r11val 0
R12 r12val r12val
R13 r13val r13val
R14 r14val r14val
R15 r15val r15val
RAX raxval 0x4
RIP ripval next instruction
RCX rcxval return value after entry in RDX
RBX rbxval rcxval
RBP rbpval rbpval
RSI rsival return value after entry in RAX
RDI rdival 0
RDX rdxval return value after entry in RDX
RSP rspval rspval
RFLAGS rflagsval 0

Table 5.3: State comparison for execution path 3

5.4.3 Exiting the enclave after enclave entry with TCS
initialization

Table 5.3 exhibits the comparison between the initial and final states of the CPU
registers upon exiting the enclave after having initialized the TCS for the first time
and entered the enclave [A, line 230; B.2, line 87].

On exiting the enclave, the return value of the entry that is in RAX is placed in
RSI; RDX retains its return value; RDI, R8. R9, R10, R11, RFLAGS are cleared;
RBP, R12-R15, RSP, FPUCTL, and MXCSR are restored to their user values before
entry; RBX is restored to the return instruction pointer held in RCX at the beginning
of entry; RCX holds RDX due to the previous XRSTOR operation; and finally, EAX
holds 0x4 after ENCLU is called, which constitutes the EEXIT instruction.

This restoration of user registers RBX, RBP, RSP, R12-R15, MXCSR. and
FPUCTL adheres to the EDP calling convention, which states that the enclave
preserves these values upon entry [7].
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Exiting the enclave after entry without TCS initialization

Register Start State Value End State Value

FPUCTL fpuctlval fpuctlval
MXCSR mxcsrval mxcsrval
R8 r8val 0
R9 r9val 0
R10 r10val 0
R11 r11val 0
R12 r12val r12val
R13 r13val r13val
R14 r14val r14val
R15 r15val r15val
RAX raxval 0x4
RIP ripval next instruction
RCX rcxval return value after entry in RDX
RBX rbxval rcxval
RBP rbpval rbpval
RSI rsival return value after entry in RAX
RDI rdival 0
RDX rdxval return value after entry in RDX
RSP rspval rspval
RFLAGS rflagsval 0

Table 5.4: State comparison for execution path 4

5.4.4 Exiting the enclave after entry without TCS initialization

Table 5.4 exhibits the comparison between the initial and final states of the CPU
registers upon exiting the enclave after having entered the enclave without initializing
the TCS [A, line 230; B.2, line 87]. As expected, this is verified to be the same exit
state as with TCS initialization.

On exiting the enclave, the return value of the entry that is in RAX is placed
in RSI; RDX retains its return value; RDI, R8. R9, R10, R11, and RFLAGS are
cleared; RBX, RBP, R12-R15, RSP, FPUCTL, and MXCSR are restored to their
user values before entry; RCX holds RDX due to the previous XRSTOR operation;
and finally, EAX holds 0x4 after ENCLU is called, which constitutes the EEXIT
instruction.

5.4.5 Returning to the enclave after a usercall

Table 5.5 exhibits the comparison between the initial and final states of the CPU
registers upon re-entering the enclave as a return from a usercall made previously
from within the enclave [A, line 299; B.2, line 36].
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Returning to the enclave after a usercall

Register Start State Value End State Value

FPUCTL fpuctlval *(GS base+tcsls_last_rsp+4)
MXCSR mxcsrval *(GS base+tcsls_last_rsp)
R8 r8val r8val
R9 r9val r9val
R10 r10val rdxval
R11 r11val *(GS base+tcsls_last_rsp+56)
R12 r12val *(GS base+tcsls_last_rsp+24)
R13 r13val *(GS base+tcsls_last_rsp+32)
R14 r14val *(GS base+tcsls_last_rsp+40)
R15 r15val *(GS base+tcsls_last_rsp+48)
RAX raxval rsival
RIP ripval next instruction
RCX rcxval rcxval
RBX rbxval *(GS base+tcsls_last_rsp+8)
RBP rbpval *(GS base+tcsls_last_rsp+16)
RSI rsival rsival
RDI rdival rdival
RDX rdxval rdxval
RSP rspval *(GS base+tcsls_last_rsp+64)
RFLAGS rflagsval 0x040400 & rflagsval

Table 5.5: State comparison for execution path 5

Before returning to the point in the enclave that had made the usercall, the entry
code restores the registers to the values that had been saved on the GS segment before
the usercall occurred, as according to the calling convention [7]. Hence, the values on
the stack are popped back into their respective registers FPUCTL, MXCSR, RBX,
RBP, and R12-R15. RFLAGS is sanitized, and the value of RSI, which holds the
return value, is moved into RAX. Because RDX was saved in R10 before performing
an XRSTOR instruction on entry, R10 also holds RDX’s value. The rest of the
registers remain unchanged: R8, R9, RCX, RDX, RSI, and RDI. Finally, the return
address is popped into R11 and the entry code jumps to the address contained in
this register.

5.4.6 Aborting entry before TCS initialization

Table 5.6 exhibits the comparison between the initial and final states of the CPU
registers upon aborting an entry attempt immediately before TCS initialization [A,
line 235; B.4, line 29].

The abort flag is checked when RFLAGS is sanitized, which happens in two
places: before calling the Rust functions tcs_init and the entry point to the enclave.
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Aborting entry before TCS initialization

Register Start State Value End State Value

FPUCTL fpuctlval restored FPUCTL value
MXCSR mxcsrval restored MXCSR value
R8 r8val r8val
R9 r9val r9val
R10 r10val rdxval
R11 r11val *(GS base+tcsls_last_rsp)
R12 r12val r12val
R13 r13val r13val
R14 r14val r14val
R15 r15val r15val
RAX raxval IMAGE_BASE
RIP ripval next instruction
RCX rcxval rcxval
RBX rbxval rbxval
RBP rbpval rbpval
RSI rsival rsival
RDI rdival rdival
RDX rdxval rdxval
RSP rspval thread stack area | 8
RFLAGS rflagsval 0x040400 & rflagsval

Table 5.6: State comparison for execution path 6

Before tcs_init, XRSTOR restores the values of FPUCTL and MXCSR if necessary;
RSP is adjusted to point to the thread stack area; R10 stores the saved value of
RDX for the purposes of XRSTOR; RAX points to the beginning of the enclave; R11
holds 0 (the value of the last saved RSP would have been saved and placed in R11
if this was a return from a usercall, but since it is not this value is 0); and finally,
RFLAGS is sanitized. The only change once the abort call takes place is that the
value of RSP is OR-ed with the value 8, for alignment reasons. Although the state is
not cleared in this part of the entry code before the abort_reentry Rust function is
called, this function takes care of proper exiting for the enclave.

5.4.7 Aborting entry before enclave entry

Table 5.7 exhibits the comparison between the initial and final states of the CPU
registers upon aborting an entry attempt immediately before calling the entry point
of the enclave [A, line 235; B.4, line 29].

This state occurs only if not attempting TCS initialization, so the difference
between this and the previous execution path is the values of RAX and RSP. All bits
of RAX are set due to the XRSTOR instruction, and RSP points to an unadjusted
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Aborting entry before enclave entry

Register Start State Value End State Value

FPUCTL fpuctlval restored FPUCTL value
MXCSR mxcsrval restored MXCSR value
R8 r8val r8val
R9 r9val r9val
R10 r10val rdxval
R11 r11val *(GS base + tcsls_last_rsp)
R12 r12val r12val
R13 r13val r13val
R14 r14val r14val
R15 r15val r15val
RAX raxval 0xFFFFFFFF_FFFFFFFF
RIP ripval next instruction
RCX rcxval rcxval
RBX rbxval rbxval
RBP rbpval rbpval
RSI rsival rsival
RDI rdival rdival
RDX rdxval rdxval
RSP rspval *(GS + tcsls_tos) | 8
RFLAGS rflagsval 0x040400 & rflagsval

Table 5.7: State comparison for execution path 7

memory location in the GS segment with an offset of tcsls_tos. This is then OR-ed
with the value 8 as part of the abort condition, for alignment reasons. All other
values correspond to the values of the state when aborting before TCS initialization.

5.5 Evaluation

The only responsibility of SGX regarding enclave entry is the operation of the
controlled EENTER instruction that enters through a defined enclave entry point.
The trusted state, therefore, is the value of RIP, XCR0, and the FS and GS segment
base addresses that are set by this instruction. The rest of the low-level state can
be attacker-controlled to impact the execution of enclave code or intentionally leak
information through side channels.

All TEE implementations must limit the attack surface of an SGX application
undergoing an entry routine into an enclave. Several well-known attack vectors on
the ABI-level exist and are addressed by EDP’s entry code. [19] proposed a set of
three attack vectors to be addressed by any trusted runtime seeking to sanitize the
ABI-level state in between an enclave and the outer context - that is to say, sanitizing
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the CPU state before entry into and exit from an enclave.

It is important to mention that these sanitization steps are adhered to by the
existing EDP entry code, but were not in previous iterations. Consequently, the
current verification does check that these safe practices occur in the entry code, and
the model would fail to verify in the event that they did not. This strengthens the
validity of the current verification by indicating that this method verifies that the
entry code produces a trusted ABI state at the end of entry and exit.

Firstly, EDP takes care to clear the AC and DF flags in the RFLAGS register
before each entry attempt. Setting these flags may allow for an attacker to gain
information about misaligned memory accesses made by the trusted code, or allow
them to intentionally corrupt enclave memory or tamper with trusted computation
results [19].

Within the context of the entry code, a function called entry_sanitize_final
[A, line 113] handles this sanitization. Correspondingly, the model maintains a
function that receives the full x86 state and verifies that the RFLAGS register
pointer always points to its value ANDed with a mask 0x040400 to clear the AC and
DF flags. The following “requires ” assertion specifies the given RFLAGS value,
while the “ensures ” assertion shows that entry_sanitize_final always produces
the modified register value. Other memory locations, such as the stack, are not
shown in this example function contract for brevity.

1 void entry_sanitize_final ( struct x86state *state)
2 /*@ requires
3 state ->rsp |-> ?rsp
4 &*& state -> rflags |-> ? rflags
5 &*& reg(rsp ,? rspval )
6 &*& reg(rflags ,? rflagsval );
7 @*/
8 /*@ ensures
9 state ->rsp |-> rsp

10 &*& state -> rflags |-> rflags
11 &*& reg(rsp , rspval )
12 &*& reg(rflags ,(0 x040400 & rflagsval ));
13 @*/

The required heap chunk state->rflags |-> ?rflags states that the RFLAGS
pointer (register) given to this function has the pointer value of rflags, while the en-
sured heap chunk state->rflags |-> rflags shows that this pointer value remains
the same. Similarly, the required heap chunk reg(rflags,?rflagsval) shows that
the value pointed to by rflags is rflagsval in the precondition. In the postcondition,
the ensured heap chunk is reg(rflags,(0x40400 & rflagsval)), which is the de-
sired result of the sanitization. This state is propagated to every function that calls
entry_sanitize_final, as this function is verified to always produce this change
in the RFLAGS register.
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In the case of a runtime environment that does not sanitize entry in this way, this
verification will point out that the value of RFLAGS is not the desired result after
entry. The following shows the desired result (postcondition) of RFLAGS at the end
of sgx_entry, the main entry routine: either RFLAGS must be cleared (on normal
exit), or the AC and DF flags must be cleared by ANDing with the 0x040400 mask
(upon returning from a usercall). In particular, if the value of the saved last RSP
value in the GS segment is not zero, then this indicates that the entry is a return
from a usercall. This value is saved whenever a usercall occurs, and is hence always
saved at an offset in the GS segment for restoration on usercall returns. Therefore,
the condition uses this tcsls_last_rspval value to determine the final result of
the register.

1 /*@ ensures
2 ...
3
4 tcsls_last_rspval == 0 ?
5 reg(rflags ,0 x040400 & rflagsval )
6 :
7 reg(rflags ,0)
8
9 ...

10 @*/

Secondly, the entry code has to take care of setting up the enclave stack pointer
and saving and restoring RSP on entry and exit. EENTER does not guarantee that
the value of RSP points to the enclave stack within the protected memory’s EPC
pages. This is the task of the runtime software (in this case, EDP) to prevent any
exploits that may occur by setting the RSP to point to some other area within the
memory space.

EDP goes about this by saving the RSP from user space in an offset from the
GS segment base, then adjusting the stack during entry state initialization [A, line
163]. On exit, it restores the stack pointer from the initially saved GS segment offset
[A, line 224]. Each entry model function that changes the value of the stack pointer
guarantees that the new value is well-defined and proven to be modified according to
the model. Most functions in the model either access or modify the stack, so the
heap chunks corresponding to the stack pointer, its value, the address it points to,
and the values stored in the stack are well-defined and only changed according to
what the model specifies.

Finally, it is critical that the CPU state is cleaned at exit by the runtime software,
so as to not leak any security-sensitive information from within the enclave. EDP
takes care of this by restoring all user registers to their saved values in the GS
segment, and clearing the flags and the extended register state of RAX, RCX, and
RDX [A, line 193].
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5.6 Conclusion
VeriFast’s annotation functionality allows for the entry code model to be specified in
a concrete, assertion-based manner. These specifications are then used all throughout
the model, on each function, to define the required and ensured states for each
operation. As a result, the CPU state for each of the seven possible execution paths
of the entry code have been verified to be correct. To clarify, these states have been
proven to adhere to the x86-64 [14] and EDP calling conventions [7], and take into
account the proper ABI sanitization principles [19, 16]. This verification has thus
proven that the EDP entry code guarantees a trusted ABI layer during enclave entry
and exit, according to the ABI and above-mentioned security principles.
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Chapter 6

Related Work

There have been several instances of research being done in the separation logic-based
verification of SGX applications, or more generally, applications on Protected Module
Architectures (architectures that provide secure, protected memory for security-
sensitive computations) such as Intel SGX. This chapter highlights the most relevant
pieces of research with regard to secure compilation principles, separation logic-based
verification, and formal verification in general.

6.1 Secure Compilation

In 2012 [2], Patrignani, Agten, Strackx and Jacobs proposed a secure compilation
technique for modern processors through a method called full abstraction. This is
realized, within the context of this paper, by a detailed memory access protection
implementation.

Full abstraction is a property that expresses the contextual equivalence of two
objects. In particular, it denotes that the equivalence of two high-level source code
programs imply the equivalence of their respective compiled low-level machine-code
programs, and vice versa. This, in turn, establishes critical security properties such
as invariants, confidentiality and integrity. In particular, full abstraction is a method
by which the low-level attacker capabilities can be limited to that of a high-level
attack. This is not an all-encompassing security procedure, but a guarantee that the
security provided in the high-level (no matter to which degree) will be accurately
reflected in the low level.

The secure compilation scheme outlined in this paper defines two low-level
compiled objects as contextually equivalent if any third low-level object in unprotected
memory cannot differentiate between them. If their high-level source code programs
are also contextually equivalent, then full abstraction is achieved. Consequently, the
compiler is correct and sound, which indicates that equivalent low-level machine-code
programs imply equivalent high-level source programs. The compiler is also complete
and secure, which conveys that equivalent high-level programs are also equivalent
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after being compiled into target programs. This compilation scheme was shown
to have a feasible implementation and acceptable performance, while maintaining
security properties such as confidentiality and integrity after compilation.

In 2015 [16], this research was extended with regard to protected module archi-
tectures which would inherently provide certain features of the secure compilation
scheme, such as a secure stack in protected memory and memory access checks to
prevent illegal accesses between the trusted and untrusted contexts.

Essentially, this thesis builds upon the secure compilation scheme proposed by [16]
in protected module architectures (PMAs) such as Intel SGX. In particular, SGX as
a PMA provides the mechanisms necessary for defining entry and exit points within
the enclave, stack security via a stack in the EPC pages that remains inaccessible to
the outside context, and illegal access checks implemented within the CPU that do
not allow the outside context to access any page held in protected memory. EDP’s
assembly routine, on the other hand, is responsible for helping avoid information
leakage from within the enclave through scrubbing the state on exit.

This approach has verified the state that the entry code ensures at the ABI-level
upon entry and exit, according to the detailed steps outlined in the research done on
secure compilation using full abstraction [16]. The scheme requires entry code within
a protected module architecture to clear all flags and registers (except those used for
passing parameters and returning values) on every exit and callback from protected
memory. It also requires the stack pointer to be restored to the unprotected memory
stack upon exit. These requirements are handled by the existing entry code and
verified in this thesis, within the context of ABI sanitization.

In practice, the entirety of the proposed secure compilation technique with full
abstraction is difficult to achieve. The discussion in [2], for instance, describes how
the compilation step of alphabetically reordering methods to avoid distinguishing
programs is not always useful in practice since it affects neither confidentiality
nor integrity; however, it remains in the definition of full abstraction. This is,
nevertheless, a limitation of using the rigidity of full abstraction to define secure
compilation. Future work can overcome this by finding alternative ways to express
secure compilation, while the existing verification proof can also be extended to cover
the modified technique.

Enclave Security using Separation Logic

In 2017, Van Ginkel et al. [20] described a method to guarantee the security of
enclave interfaces using separation logic. Specifically, they detailed a descriptive
separation logic-based language for enclave interfaces that could be utilized to create
secure wrappers for enclaves written in C. The research was done based on the Intel
SGX SDK’s Edger8er tool to generate enclave interfaces written in the Enclave
Definition Language (EDL) files. The approach was made automatic so as to avoid
the errors that would inevitably arise during manual enclave interface development.
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Hence, it aimed to secure the API-level of the boundary between enclaves and the
outer context and aid enclave authors in their development.

While this thesis has concentrated on ABI-level security, one of the most prominent
research directions for future work is to extend this security to the API-level. In
the context of EDP, this could possibly mean a similar approach to the method of
generating secure wrappers; nonetheless, EDP already provides a usercall interface
to the developers and this direction would have to be further explored with regard
to possible extensions to this interface.

In 2015, Agten et al. [1] demonstrated how separation logic-based verification
may be used to verify the correctness of program modules within partially-verified
programs executing in protected module architectures. This was done by means of
runtime checks in between verified and unverified modules that reinforced the runtime
guarantees of such programs and ensured verified modules were not influenced by
errors or failures in other modules. The software in question was written in C, an
unsafe language, while the verifier used was VeriFast as well (although the results
could be extended to other separation logic-based verifiers).

This research also presents a compelling potential extension to this thesis. Veri-
fying the ABI level only means all other components of the EDP runtime execute in
an unverified context. The current specification, thus, is not yet proved to hold in
the case of undefined or unexpected behavior from the outer world. As detailed in
the assumptions section, these edge cases are not considered for the purposes of this
method of verification. In the future, however, it could prove to be a strong security
guarantee to ensure that verified entry code is always correct even in the presence of
undesirable behavior in the unverified outer context.

6.1.1 Verification of x86 Assembly and Rust Code

There also exists some research into verifying x86 assembly by way of modeling,
including using separation logic.

In 2013, Jensen et al. [12] demonstrated the possibility of utilizing separation
logic to formally verify x86 code directly. They developed a customized separation
logic-based framework suited towards verifying x86 assembly, based on a model of x86
assembly. This research was thus highly-dependent on the underlying architecture
used to model the assembly. This is quite similar to the approach taken in this research
- particularly, determining a model of assembly code given certain assumptions.

This specific area of research was also of interest for this thesis, in that verifying
x86 assembly directly would alleviate the need to define a model in an entirely
different language. While it could potentially be another method of significance, the
C model also proved to be effective in reasoning about the entry code. Furthermore,
the high-level C model would allow entry code written for other TEEs or runtime
environments to be modeled in a similar, general way.
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In 2018, Astrauskas et al. [3] proposed a new technique to verify the correctness of
programs written in the memory-safe Rust language, by way of the Prusti verification
tool. Their method provides a way for developers to specify and verify properties of
their software using Rust, which abstracts away the complexity of having to define
such specifications in the underlying logic - similar to separation logic.

This tool could be used in future iterations of this verification, to verify the API-
level correctness of EDP. That is to say, the usercall interface of EDP is developed in
Rust, the correctness of which is one of the main directions for future work. Moreover,
Rust can be used to model the entry code instead of C, which could possibly be
integrated into the existing Rust environment of EDP as an automatic verification
tool for entry code.

6.2 Conclusion
Existing research focuses on hardening the perimeter of enclaves executing in un-
trusted environments, which provides a set of interesting relevant research directions
to consider. In particular, this thesis builds on and aims to verify the effectiveness of
secure compilation principles in entry code [16, 2]. This paves the way for verification
to be extended to the API level [20, 1], and expanded through different model
capabilities [3, 12].
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Chapter 7

Discussion

This chapter presents a discussion on the scope and limitations of this research and
the underlying model, taking care to clearly define all assumptions made during the
translation from x86 assembly to C code. The model primarily contains the x86
instructions and operations used explicitly in the entry code, and only modifies the
state registers whose values are integral to establishing trusted enclave execution
upon entry.

7.1 Assumptions

In essence, this research is reinforced by the assumption that the C model is sufficiently
correct for the desired purpose of verification. The model, correspondingly, contains
a subset of the possible x86 architecture instructions, where some instructions have
been simplified to cut down on unnecessary overhead and certain operations have
been simulated with more concise steps. These simplifications have been made in
order to concentrate on exhibiting the actual state values that change as a result
of entry code and discarding other state changes that do not directly influence the
intended verification.

Accordingly, the code is not a complete reflection of an x86 processor, but a
model of the exact entry code being executed. Instead of generating a valid x86 state
with literal values, VeriFast executes the entry code as a set of sequential operations
that change the symbolic values of registers. This particular mode of operation gives
way to two separate points of interest. Firstly, the C code in itself need not be
executable for the purposes of this research and neither does it need to be verifiable.
Secondly, by assuming the C model is correct, the execution is presumed to be done
sequentially regardless of the actual execution of the entry code.

Since it is specifically the sequence of invocations that are being verified to produce
the correct state, this research is not hindered by any assumptions pertaining to the
C code execution. The primary point of this model is to specify the entry code by a
set of sequential statements in C, and verify this specification by producing a set of
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verifiable assertions for every operation. The verification, consequently, assures that
the model is free of memory safety errors while guaranteeing functional correctness.

While this work does not need to verify the correctness of the C code, it is
necessary to have produced executable and verifiable C code in order for VeriFast
to properly symbolically execute it. Henceforth, the property of the model being
verifiable leads to the assurance that this is valid C code that may be, in future work,
used to develop a more complete simulation of x86 state-changing operations. To
this end, allocating memory within an executable C program and simulating it to
abide by the memory model of an enclave was attempted. This would have allowed
it to be possible to assure that the memory being modeled in the C code reflects
the actual memory model of an enclave. However, such an approach would have
also burdened the model with an unnecessary amount of complexity that would not
directly assist the intended verification. Additionally, the purpose of this research is
to prove the absence of memory errors in the model, regardless of the correctness of
the memory accesses. As such, the assumption holds that SGX ensures that these
memory accesses fall within the correct ranges of the enclave’s process’s address
space.

Moreover, this model defines a set of sequential operations that rely heavily on
the assumption that the entry code will always be executed sequentially. This leads
to a limitation in which side-channel attacks based on out-of-order execution are
not considered, and the LFENCE instructions that are used as a defence against
side-channel attacks are not completely modeled. Instead, LFENCE operations are
modeled as NOPs (no operations), and the fact that side-channel attacks are not
considered in this work is important to consider. Nonetheless, this is an interesting
and relevant point of research that may be expanded upon in future work, as the
current state of the entry code has certain precautions (including LFENCE operations
and sanitizing flags) that defend against certain side-channel vulnerabilities. It is
then advantageous to work further on defining a model which can be robust against
these types of vulnerabilities as well.

To put these assumptions into context, it is imperative to note that the execution
scheme of EDP is assumed to not have been compromised and the entry code is
assumed to execute at the correct moment during runtime. Furthermore, the correct
execution of the CPU is also taken for granted, as it is in the threat model of SGX [15].
In line with this threat model, enclave memory is assumed to not be compromised
and SGX is guaranteed to work properly to ensure acceptable entry into an enclave.
This work, accordingly, relies on the notion that the attacker capabilities are limited
to being able to conduct exploits by changing the CPU state registers.

7.2 Discussion

Various implementations of entry procedures that follow the same ABI-level sani-
tization principles may use this approach to formally verify code written in unsafe
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languages. By adding assertions, the verifying party may modify the specification
accordingly, yet still be assured that the code complies with the strict set of assertions
defined on the EDP entry code. In consequence, this method can prove adherence
to the security guarantees provided by the measures entry code takes to correctly
restore and sanitize states. Verification of the entry code is a secondary specification
in essence - a specification that is formally proven to be correct and safe.

Existing EDP entry code includes countermeasures for security issues such as
side-channel attacks that make use of speculative execution or obtain information
gains through set flags in the RFLAGS register. The current state of the verification
includes checks for these countermeasures such that entry code that does not abide
by these measures will fail to verify. This is advantageous in the case of any runtime
environment that does not take these precautions into account, as their model will
fail to verify with the current set of assertions. Regardless, the specification provided
for VeriFast makes it quite simple to add these measures in the correct module and
ensure that they are propagated correctly throughout the program.

This research presents a method of verification that can be molded to fit any
ABI-level entry or exit procedure in an existing TEE implementation. By creating
a similar model, a researcher can specify the state (including any additional state
components that they require) and change the existing specifications to accurately
reflect the operations done by their particular code. In any case, the model must
adhere to a set of standards: depending on the type of entry (initial or returning
from a usercall) or exit (abort or successful exit) being done, the state must be
defined correctly. This can be explicitly seen from the current verification, which
defines the state at the end of each of these four cases. Moreover, the clearing,
restoration and sanitization of the state is universal among all SGX runtime software
implementations that give weight to the safe CPU state guidelines on entry and exit
[4, 19]. Therefore, a model that abides by these measures can utilize the existing
assertions to guarantee that their entry code properly addresses the state guidelines.
As an example, the DF and AC flags must be cleared on entry as a countermeasure
against side-channel attacks [19]. The current specification forces this operation to
take place and properly be maintained throughout the entire execution of the entry
code.

The modularity of the current model of entry code allows for changes to be
incorporated easily into the model and verification to be done in the same fashion.
Generating new proofs for modified or extended entry code means defining new
instructions, if necessary, and adding them to new or existing modular functions
in the C model. As the changes in verification would propagate through existing
functions in the same manner, it is also a promising research direction to develop
a fully automated verifier program that can generate a C model from assembly
code and automatically add the relevant security properties to be verified. These
properties would then simply be the intended states of registers at the end of each
function. Consequently, this automatic verification could also be leveraged for
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verifying different types of entry code for various runtimes - given that the possible
end states of executing the entry code are well defined.

Similarly, this approach could be further extended using the methods outlined
above to defend against practical side-channel attacks. Currently, the code does not
take into account side channel attacks that may influence the behavior of enclave
operation or leak information. The modularity of the model and verification, however,
allows for this to be considered in future iterations and improved accordingly.

7.3 Conclusion
To conclude, this verification has proved the correctness of the model given the
specifications, assuming that the specifications are correct and the model accurately
reflects the state being specified. Although the verification of the underlying C code
is not required, it is a byproduct of the working principle of VeriFast’s symbolic
execution. It follows that the C code has also been verified as a standalone program.

This research, consequently, presents a method of verification that can be molded
to fit any ABI-level entry or exit procedure in an existing TEE implementation. The
modularity of the current model of entry code allows for changes to be incorporated
easily as required into the model, and verification to be done in the same fashion.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

While SGX instructions and hardware provide the access control checks and private
memory regions for enclave developers, they give no guarantee of a secure and trusted
ABI layer at the boundary between enclaves and the outer world. This responsibility,
of setting up the CPU state for safe entry, sanitizing it, performing the required
checks and scrubbing it on exit, falls on the shoulders of the runtime environment.
In the case of the Fortanix Enclave Development Platform (EDP), this ABI layer
functionality is contained within a set of x86 assembly instructions (entry code) that
join to provide the entry and exit setup at the ABI level.

This layer is vulnerable to a variety of attacks that can influence execution
within the enclave and potentially leak information from this protected container.
As detailed in The Tale of Two Worlds: Assessing the Vulnerability of Enclave
Shielding Runtimes, the attack surface at this boundary paves way for practical side
channel attacks to take place [19]. Similarly, Secure Compilation to Protected Module
Architectures illustrates how the boundary of the enclave must be hardened so as
to prevent any information from leaking through unsanitized CPU states on exit
from the enclave [16]. Therefore, the need arises for ensuring that the necessary
prevention techniques for these attacks exist within the runtime environment. Existing
countermeasures take care to sanitize the state after entry and before exit, as well
as adhere to the ABI. Specifically, the calling convention for 64-bit x86 processors
defines a set of states that must be guaranteed after entering and before exiting
an enclave. It is thus critical to verify that these states are indeed produced and
handled correctly by the software that loads and runs enclaves.

This research presents a verification method to guarantee to the enclave developer
that, upon entry into and exit from the enclave, the state of the CPU is known,
properly sanitized and well-defined. Consequently, it is shown that given a well-
defined model and set of specifications with respect to establishing a secure ABI, it
is possible to formally prove that the state of the CPU is known at each execution of
the entry code.
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8. Conclusion

8.1 Verification Overview
The representative model of the assembly entry code is created in C, due to its inherent
capabilities to model and manage memory. It consists of structures containing CPU
state registers as pointers, whose values are the data stored in these registers. This
state is manipulated through x86 instructions modeled as C functions, as well as
modular entry code operations modeled as a set of chained functions. The execution
of the entry code always starts at the sgx_entry function, and ends in either a
normal initial entry point, an exit, a return from a usercall entry point, or an aborted
entry. The final states of the CPU are, hence, the states that enter these functions
within the model.

The VeriFast program verifier, for pointer-manipulating imperative language
programs, is then used to define the safety properties of the model using separation
logic. The sanitization, state scrubbing, and calling convention is specified as
assertions in VeriFast annotations, and proven to verify with the given model.

8.2 Results
This research has verified the state that the entry code ensures at the ABI-level
upon entry and exit, according to the detailed steps outlined in the research done on
fully abstract compilation [16], assessing runtime environments [19], and the calling
convention [14]. The secure compilation scheme, namely the part on preventing
information leakage, requires entry code within a protected module architecture to
clear all flags and registers (except those used for passing parameters and returning
values) on every exit and callback from protected memory. It also requires the
stack pointer to be restored to the unprotected memory stack upon exit. These
requirements are handled by the existing entry code and verified in this research. The
ABI sanitization, on the other hand, forces the entry code to take heed of sanitizing
the state not only at exit, but also clearing certain flags before entry and setting up
the enclave stack pointer. Finally, the calling convention defines how certain registers
must be saved and restored by the enclave, as well as which ones contain parameters
and return values and must therefore maintain their values.

While EDP has taken into account these types of ABI-level vulnerabilities, it is
considered as a use case in order to propose a general method to verify the entry
code of runtime environments. The safety properties outlined in the verification
proof adhere to well-established principles on hardening the ABI-layer, as well as the
calling convention for 64-bit x86 processors. These requirements may be translated
across various TEE (Trusted Execution Environment) implementations and their
relevant runtime environments, given that their entry code can also be modeled
similarly. Hence, this research also aims to solve the universal problem of entry code
verification beyond the security guarantees given by the TEE in question - in this
case, Intel SGX.
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Appendix A

EDP Entry Code

1 /* This symbol is used at runtime to figure out the virtual address
that the */

2 /* enclave is loaded at. */
3 .section absolute
4 .global IMAGE_BASE
5 IMAGE_BASE :
6
7 .section " .note.x86_64 -fortanix -unknown -sgx", "", @note
8 .align 4
9 .long 1f - 0f /* name length (not including padding )

*/
10 .long 3f - 2f /* desc length (not including padding )

*/
11 .long 1 /* type = NT_VERSION */
12 0: .asciz "toolchain - version " /* name */
13 1: .align 4
14 2: .long 1 /* desc - toolchain version number , 32-

bit LE */
15 3: .align 4
16
17 .section .rodata
18 /* The XSAVE area needs to be a large chunk of readable memory , but

since we are */
19 /* going to restore everything to its initial state ( XSTATE_BV =0) ,

only certain */
20 /* parts need to have a defined value. In particular : */
21 /* */
22 /* * MXCSR in the legacy area. This register is always restored if

RFBM [1] or */
23 /* RFBM [2] is set , regardless of the value of XSTATE_BV */
24 /* * XSAVE header */
25 .align 64
26 .Lxsave_clear :
27 .org .+24
28 .Lxsave_mxcsr :
29 .short 0x1f80
30
31 /* We can store a bunch of data in the gap between MXCSR and the
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XSAVE header */
32
33 /* The following symbols point at read -only data that will be filled

in by the */
34 /* post - linker. */
35
36 /* When using this macro , do not forget to adjust the linker version

script ! */
37 .macro globvar name:req size:req
38 .global \name
39 .protected \name
40 .align \size
41 .size \name , \size
42 \name :
43 .org .+\ size
44 .endm
45 /* The base address ( relative to enclave start) of the heap area

*/
46 globvar HEAP_BASE 8
47 /* The heap size in bytes */
48 globvar HEAP_SIZE 8
49 /* Value of the RELA entry in the dynamic table */
50 globvar RELA 8
51 /* Value of the RELACOUNT entry in the dynamic table */
52 globvar RELACOUNT 8
53 /* The enclave size in bytes */
54 globvar ENCLAVE_SIZE 8
55 /* The base address ( relative to enclave start) of the enclave

configuration area */
56 globvar CFGDATA_BASE 8
57 /* Non -zero if debugging is enabled , zero otherwise */
58 globvar DEBUG 1
59 /* The base address ( relative to enclave start) of the enclave

text section */
60 globvar TEXT_BASE 8
61 /* The size in bytes of enclacve text section */
62 globvar TEXT_SIZE 8
63 /* The base address ( relative to enclave start) of the enclave

.eh_frame_hdr section */
64 globvar EH_FRM_HDR_OFFSET 8
65 /* The size in bytes of enclave .eh_frame_hdr section */
66 globvar EH_FRM_HDR_LEN 8
67 /* The base address ( relative to enclave start) of the enclave

.eh_frame section */
68 globvar EH_FRM_OFFSET 8
69 /* The size in bytes of enclacve .eh_frame section */
70 globvar EH_FRM_LEN 8
71
72 .org .Lxsave_clear +512
73 .Lxsave_header :
74 .int 0, 0 /* XSTATE_BV */
75 .int 0, 0 /* XCOMP_BV */
76 .org .+48 /* reserved bits */
77
78 .data
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79 .Laborted :
80 .byte 0
81
82 /* TCS local storage section */
83 .equ tcsls_tos , 0x00 /* initialized by loader to *

offset * from image base to TOS */
84 .equ tcsls_flags , 0x08 /* initialized by loader */
85 .equ tcsls_flag_secondary , 0 /* initialized by loader ; 0 =

standard TCS , 1 = secondary TCS */
86 .equ tcsls_flag_init_once , 1 /* initialized by loader to 0 */
87 /* 14 unused bits */
88 .equ tcsls_user_fcw , 0x0a
89 .equ tcsls_user_mxcsr , 0x0c
90 .equ tcsls_last_rsp , 0x10 /* initialized by loader to 0 */
91 .equ tcsls_panic_last_rsp , 0x18 /* initialized by loader to 0 */
92 .equ tcsls_debug_panic_buf_ptr , 0x20 /* initialized by loader to 0 */
93 .equ tcsls_user_rsp , 0x28
94 .equ tcsls_user_retip , 0x30
95 .equ tcsls_user_rbp , 0x38
96 .equ tcsls_user_r12 , 0x40
97 .equ tcsls_user_r13 , 0x48
98 .equ tcsls_user_r14 , 0x50
99 .equ tcsls_user_r15 , 0x58

100 .equ tcsls_tls_ptr , 0x60
101 .equ tcsls_tcs_addr , 0x68
102
103 .macro load_tcsls_flag_secondary_bool reg:req comments : vararg
104 .ifne tcsls_flag_secondary /* to convert to a bool , must be the

first bit */
105 .abort
106 .endif
107 mov $(1<< tcsls_flag_secondary ) ,%e\reg
108 and %gs: tcsls_flags ,%\ reg
109 .endm
110
111 /* This code needs to be called *after* the enclave stack has been

setup. */
112 /* There are 3 places where this needs to happen , so this is put in a

macro. */
113 .macro entry_sanitize_final
114 /* Sanitize rflags received from user */
115 /* - DF flag: x86 -64 ABI requires DF to be unset at function entry/

exit */
116 /* - AC flag: AEX on misaligned memory accesses leaks side channel

info */
117 pushfq
118 andq $~0 x40400 , (% rsp)
119 popfq
120 /* check for abort */
121 bt $0 , .Laborted (% rip)
122 jc .Lreentry_panic
123 .endm
124
125 .text
126 .global sgx_entry
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127 .type sgx_entry , function
128 sgx_entry :
129 /* save user registers */
130 mov %rcx ,%gs: tcsls_user_retip
131 mov %rsp ,%gs: tcsls_user_rsp
132 mov %rbp ,%gs: tcsls_user_rbp
133 mov %r12 ,%gs: tcsls_user_r12
134 mov %r13 ,%gs: tcsls_user_r13
135 mov %r14 ,%gs: tcsls_user_r14
136 mov %r15 ,%gs: tcsls_user_r15
137 mov %rbx ,%gs: tcsls_tcs_addr
138 stmxcsr %gs: tcsls_user_mxcsr
139 fn stcw %gs: tcsls_user_fcw
140
141 /* check for debug buffer pointer */
142 testb $0xff ,DEBUG (% rip)
143 jz .Lskip_debug_init
144 mov %r10 ,%gs: tcsls_debug_panic_buf_ptr
145 .Lskip_debug_init :
146 /* reset cpu state */
147 mov %rdx , %r10
148 mov $-1, %rax
149 mov $-1, %rdx
150 xrstor .Lxsave_clear (% rip)
151 mov %r10 , %rdx
152
153 /* check if returning from usercall */
154 mov %gs: tcsls_last_rsp ,% r11
155 test %r11 ,% r11
156 jnz .Lusercall_ret
157 /* setup stack */
158 mov %gs:tcsls_tos ,% rsp /* initially , RSP is not set to the

correct value */
159 /* here. This is fixed below under " adjust

stack". */
160 /* check for thread init */
161 bts $tcsls_flag_init_once ,%gs: tcsls_flags
162 jc .Lskip_init
163 /* adjust stack */
164 lea IMAGE_BASE (% rip) ,%rax
165 add %rax ,% rsp
166 mov %rsp ,%gs: tcsls_tos
167 entry_sanitize_final
168 /* call tcs_init */
169 /* store caller -saved registers in callee -saved registers */
170 mov %rdi ,% rbx
171 mov %rsi ,% r12
172 mov %rdx ,% r13
173 mov %r8 ,% r14
174 mov %r9 ,% r15
175 load_tcsls_flag_secondary_bool di /* RDI = tcs_init () argument :

secondary : bool */
176 call tcs_init
177 /* reload caller -saved registers */
178 mov %rbx ,% rdi
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179 mov %r12 ,% rsi
180 mov %r13 ,% rdx
181 mov %r14 ,%r8
182 mov %r15 ,%r9
183 jmp .Lafter_init
184 .Lskip_init :
185 entry_sanitize_final
186 .Lafter_init :
187 /* call into main entry point */
188 load_tcsls_flag_secondary_bool cx /* RCX = entry () argument :

secondary : bool */
189 call entry /* RDI , RSI , RDX , R8 , R9 passed in from userspace */
190 mov %rax ,% rsi /* RSI = return value */
191 /* NOP: mov %rdx ,% rdx */ /* RDX = return value */
192 xor %rdi ,% rdi /* RDI = normal exit */
193 .Lexit :
194 /* clear general purpose register state */
195 /* RAX overwritten by ENCLU */
196 /* RBX set later */
197 /* RCX overwritten by ENCLU */
198 /* RDX contains return value */
199 /* RSP set later */
200 /* RBP set later */
201 /* RDI contains exit mode */
202 /* RSI contains return value */
203 xor %r8 ,%r8
204 xor %r9 ,%r9
205 xor %r10 ,% r10
206 xor %r11 ,% r11
207 /* R12 ~ R15 set by sgx_exit */
208 .Lsgx_exit :
209 /* clear extended register state */
210 mov %rdx , %rcx /* save RDX */
211 mov $-1, %rax
212 mov %rax , %rdx
213 xrstor .Lxsave_clear (% rip)
214 mov %rcx , %rdx /* restore RDX */
215 /* clear flags */
216 pushq $0
217 popfq
218 /* restore user registers */
219 mov %gs: tcsls_user_r12 ,% r12
220 mov %gs: tcsls_user_r13 ,% r13
221 mov %gs: tcsls_user_r14 ,% r14
222 mov %gs: tcsls_user_r15 ,% r15
223 mov %gs: tcsls_user_retip ,% rbx
224 mov %gs: tcsls_user_rsp ,% rsp
225 mov %gs: tcsls_user_rbp ,% rbp
226 fldcw %gs: tcsls_user_fcw
227 ldmxcsr %gs: tcsls_user_mxcsr
228 /* exit enclave */
229 mov $0x4 ,% eax /* EEXIT */
230 enclu
231 /* end sgx_entry */
232
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233 .Lreentry_panic :
234 orq $8 ,% rsp
235 jmp abort_reentry
236
237 /* This *MUST* be called with 6 parameters , otherwise register

information */
238 /* might leak! */
239 .global usercall
240 usercall :
241 test %rcx ,% rcx /* check ‘abort ‘ function argument */
242 jnz .Lusercall_abort /* abort is set , jump to abort code (

unlikely forward conditional ) */
243 jmp .Lusercall_save_state /* non - aborting usercall */
244 .Lusercall_abort :
245 /* set aborted bit */
246 movb $1 , .Laborted (% rip)
247 /* save registers in DEBUG mode , so that debugger can reconstruct the

stack */
248 testb $0xff ,DEBUG (% rip)
249 jz .Lusercall_noreturn
250 .Lusercall_save_state :
251 /* save callee -saved state */
252 push %r15
253 push %r14
254 push %r13
255 push %r12
256 push %rbp
257 push %rbx
258 sub $8 , %rsp
259 fstcw 4(% rsp)
260 stmxcsr (% rsp)
261 movq %rsp ,%gs: tcsls_last_rsp
262 .Lusercall_noreturn :
263 /* clear general purpose register state */
264 /* RAX overwritten by ENCLU */
265 /* RBX set by sgx_exit */
266 /* RCX overwritten by ENCLU */
267 /* RDX contains parameter */
268 /* RSP set by sgx_exit */
269 /* RBP set by sgx_exit */
270 /* RDI contains parameter */
271 /* RSI contains parameter */
272 /* R8 contains parameter */
273 /* R9 contains parameter */
274 xor %r10 ,% r10
275 xor %r11 ,% r11
276 /* R12 ~ R15 set by sgx_exit */
277 /* extended registers /flags cleared by sgx_exit */
278 /* exit */
279 jmp .Lsgx_exit
280 .Lusercall_ret :
281 movq $0 ,%gs: tcsls_last_rsp
282 /* restore callee -saved state , cf. "save" above */
283 mov %r11 ,% rsp
284 ldmxcsr (% rsp)
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285 fldcw 4(% rsp)
286 add $8 , %rsp
287 entry_sanitize_final
288 pop %rbx
289 pop %rbp
290 pop %r12
291 pop %r13
292 pop %r14
293 pop %r15
294 /* return */
295 mov %rsi ,% rax /* RAX = return value */
296 /* NOP: mov %rdx ,% rdx */ /* RDX = return value */
297 pop %r11
298 lfence
299 jmp *% r11
300
301 /*
302 The following functions need to be defined extern ally:
303 ‘‘‘
304 // Called by entry code on re -entry after exit
305 extern "C" fn abort_reentry () -> !;
306 // Called once when a TCS is first entered
307 extern "C" fn tcs_init ( secondary : bool);
308 // Standard TCS entrypoint
309 extern "C" fn entry(p1: u64 , p2: u64 , p3: u64 , secondary : bool , p4:

u64 , p5: u64) -> (u64 , u64);
310 ‘‘‘
311 */
312
313 .global get_tcs_addr
314 get_tcs_addr :
315 mov %gs: tcsls_tcs_addr ,% rax
316 pop %r11
317 lfence
318 jmp *% r11
319
320 .global get_tls_ptr
321 get_tls_ptr :
322 mov %gs: tcsls_tls_ptr ,% rax
323 pop %r11
324 lfence
325 jmp *% r11
326
327 .global set_tls_ptr
328 set_tls_ptr :
329 mov %rdi ,%gs: tcsls_tls_ptr
330 pop %r11
331 lfence
332 jmp *% r11
333
334 .global take_debug_panic_buf_ptr
335 take_debug_panic_buf_ptr :
336 xor %rax ,% rax
337 xchg %gs: tcsls_debug_panic_buf_ptr ,% rax
338 pop %r11
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339 lfence
340 jmp *% r11
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C Model

The following code does not contain VeriFast function annotations for the sake of
model clarity, with the exception of the section on Instructions.

B.1 State Structures
1 # pragma once
2 /*
3 * Contains the state structures .
4 */
5
6 # include <math.h>
7 # include <stdint .h>
8 # include <stdio.h>
9 # include <stdlib .h>

10
11 // ---- START MACROS ----
12
13 /* The base address ( relative to enclave start) of the heap

area */
14 # define HEAP_BASE 8
15 /* The heap size in bytes */
16 # define HEAP_SIZE 8
17 /* Value of the RELA entry in the dynamic table */
18 # define RELA 8
19 /* Value of the RELACOUNT entry in the dynamic table */
20 # define RELACOUNT 8
21 /* The enclave size in bytes */
22 # define ENCLAVE_SIZE 8
23 /* The base address ( relative to enclave start) of the enclave

configuration
24 * area */
25 # define CFGDATA_BASE 8
26 /* Non -zero if debugging is enabled , zero otherwise */
27 # define DEBUG 0
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28 /* The base address ( relative to enclave start) of the enclave
text section */

29 # define TEXT_BASE 8
30 /* The size in bytes of enclave text section */
31 # define TEXT_SIZE 8
32 /* The base address ( relative to enclave start) of the enclave

. eh_frame_hdr
33 * section */
34 # define EH_FRM_HDR_OFFSET 8
35 /* The size in bytes of enclave . eh_frame_hdr section */
36 # define EH_FRM_HDR_LEN 8
37 /* The base address ( relative to enclave start) of the enclave

. eh_frame
38 * section */
39 # define EH_FRM_OFFSET 8
40 /* The size in bytes of enclacve . eh_frame section */
41 # define EH_FRM_LEN 8
42
43 /* TCS local storage section */
44 # define tcsls_tos

\
45 0 // 0x00 /* initialized by loader to * offset * from image

base to TOS */
46 # define tcsls_flags 8 // 0x08 /* initialized by loader */
47 # define tcsls_flag_secondary

\
48 0 /* initialized by loader ; 0 = standard TCS , 1 = secondary

TCS */
49 # define tcsls_flag_init_once 1 /* initialized by loader to 0

*/
50 /* 14 unused bits */
51 # define tcsls_user_fcw 10 // 0x0a
52 # define tcsls_user_mxcsr 12 // 0x0c
53 # define tcsls_last_rsp 16 // 0x10 /* initialized by

loader to 0 */
54 # define tcsls_panic_last_rsp 24 // 0x18 /* initialized by

loader to 0 */
55 # define tcsls_debug_panic_buf_ptr 32 // 0x20 /* initialized by

loader to 0 */
56 # define tcsls_user_rsp 40 // 0x28
57 # define tcsls_user_retip 48 // 0x30
58 # define tcsls_user_rbp 56 // 0x38
59 # define tcsls_user_r12 64 // 0x40
60 # define tcsls_user_r13 72 // 0x48
61 # define tcsls_user_r14 80 // 0x50
62 # define tcsls_user_r15 88 // 0x58
63 # define tcsls_tls_ptr 96 // 0x60
64 # define tcsls_tcs_addr 104 // 0x68
65
66 # define IMAGE_BASE 0
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67 # define lxsave_clear 24
68 # define xsave_mxcsr 8064
69 # define laborted 0
70 # define lxsave_header lxsave_clear + 512
71
72 // ---- END MACROS ----
73
74 struct x87state { // x87 state registers
75
76 long double *r0;
77 long double *r1;
78 long double *r2;
79 long double *r3;
80 long double *r4;
81 long double *r5;
82 long double *r6;
83 long double *r7; // x87 fpu data registers
84
85 uint16_t * fpustat ; // status register
86 uint16_t * fpuctl ; // control register
87 uint16_t * fputagw ; // tag word register
88 uint16_t * fpulip ; // last instruction pointer register
89 uint16_t * fpuldp ; // last data pointer register
90 uint16_t *fpuop; // opcode register
91 };
92
93 struct ssestate { // SSE state registers
94
95 uint32_t *mxcsr; // SSE control / status register
96 uint32_t mxcsr_mask ; // MXCSR mask
97
98 #ifdef __SIZEOF_INT128__
99 __ uint128_t _ xmm0 , xmm1 , xmm2 , xmm3 , xmm4 , xmm5 , xmm6 , xmm7 ,

xmm8 , xmm9 ,
100 xmm10 , xmm11 , xmm12 , xmm13 , xmm14 , xmm15;
101 #endif // XMM registers
102 };
103
104 struct xsaveheader { // XSAVE header
105
106 uint64_t XSTATE_BV ;
107
108 uint64_t XCOMP_BV ;
109
110 uint64_t * reserved ; // base address of reserved area
111 };
112
113 struct xsavelegacy { // XSAVE legacy area
114
115 uint64_t *base; // base address
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116
117 struct x87state saved_x87state ; // area for saved x87 state
118
119 struct ssestate saved_ssestate ; // area for saved SSE state
120 };
121
122 struct xsavextended { // XSAVE extended area
123
124 uint64_t *base; // base address
125 };
126
127 struct xrstor_cond {
128 uint64_t * rfbm_val ;
129 uint64_t * std_rstor ;
130 uint64_t * std_init ;
131 uint64_t * cmp_rstor ;
132 uint64_t * cmp_init ;
133 };
134
135 struct xsavearea { // XSAVE area
136
137 uint64_t *base; // base address of the XSAVE area
138
139 uint64_t xinuse ; // xinuse state component bitmap
140
141 uint64_t xrstor_info [4]; // CPL , VMXNR , LAXA , COMPMASK
142
143 int compact ; // 0 if XRSTOR compact form is unsupported , 1

otherwise
144
145 struct xsaveheader xsave_hdr ; // XSAVE header
146 struct xsavelegacy xsave_lgcy ; // XSAVE legacy area
147 struct xsavextended xsave_extnd ; // XSAVE extended area
148
149 struct xrstor_cond *cond;
150 // helper struct to calculate restore conditions for XRSTOR
151 };
152
153 struct segment {
154 uint64_t *base; // base address for segment register
155 uint64_t limit; // limit for segment
156 };
157
158 struct x86state {
159
160 uint64_t *xcr0; // control register
161
162 uint64_t *rsp; // 16 GPRs
163 uint64_t *rax;
164 uint64_t *rbx;
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165 uint64_t *rcx;
166 uint64_t *rdx;
167 uint64_t *rdi;
168 uint64_t *rsi;
169 uint64_t *rbp;
170 uint64_t *r8;
171 uint64_t *r9;
172 uint64_t *r10;
173 uint64_t *r11;
174 uint64_t *r12;
175 uint64_t *r13;
176 uint64_t *r14;
177 uint64_t *r15;
178 uint64_t *rip; // instruction pointer
179 uint64_t * rflags ; // flags register
180
181 struct segment ds;
182 struct segment es;
183 struct segment cs;
184 struct segment ss;
185 struct segment fs;
186 struct segment gs; // segment registers
187
188 struct x87state x87; // x87 register stack and MMX registers
189
190 struct ssestate sse; // SSE registers
191
192 struct xsavearea xsave; // XSAVE area
193 };

B.2 Entry Code
1 /*
2 * Contains the entry code.
3 */
4
5 # include "entry.h"
6
7
8 void lusercall_ret ( struct x86state *state)
9 {

10
11 uint64_t *loc1 = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_last_rsp );
12 mov_reg (state , 0, loc1);
13
14 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r11), state ->rsp);
15
16 uint64_t *loc2 = ( uint64_t *)*state ->rsp;
17 movdw_reg (state , ( uint32_t )*loc2 , state ->sse.mxcsr);
18
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19 uint16_t ctlval = offset16val (( uint64_t *)*( state ->rsp), 4);
20 movw_reg (state , ctlval , state ->x87. fpuctl );
21
22 add(state , 8, (state ->rsp));
23 entry_sanitize_final (state);
24
25 pop(state , (state ->rbx));
26 pop(state , (state ->rbp));
27 pop(state , (state ->r12));
28 pop(state , (state ->r13));
29 pop(state , (state ->r14));
30 pop(state , (state ->r15));
31 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rsi), (state ->rax));
32 pop(state , (state ->r11));
33 lfence (state);
34 // jmp to absolute address in r11
35
36 return_usercall (state); // END SGX_ENTRY , RETURN TO USERCALL
37 }
38
39
40 void lsgx_exit ( struct x86state *state)
41 {
42
43 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rdx), state ->rcx);
44 mov_reg (state , UINT64_MAX , state ->rax);
45
46 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rax), state ->rdx);
47
48 get_xrstor_cond (state);
49 xrstor (state);
50
51 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rcx), state ->rdx);
52
53 pushval (state , 0);
54 popf(state);
55
56 uint64_t loc;
57
58 loc = offset64val (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_r12 );
59 mov_reg (state , loc , state ->r12);
60
61 loc = offset64val (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_r13 );
62 mov_reg (state , loc , state ->r13);
63
64 loc = offset64val (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_r14 );
65 mov_reg (state , loc , state ->r14);
66
67 loc = offset64val (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_r15 );
68 mov_reg (state , loc , state ->r15);
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69
70 loc = offset64val (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_retip );
71 mov_reg (state , loc , state ->rbx);
72
73 loc = offset64val (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_rsp );
74 mov_reg (state , loc , state ->rsp);
75
76 loc = offset64val (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_rbp );
77 mov_reg (state , loc , state ->rbp);
78
79 uint16_t loc1 = offset16val (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_fcw );
80 movw_reg (state , loc1 , state ->x87. fpuctl );
81
82 uint32_t loc2 = offset32val (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_mxcsr )

;
83 movdw_reg (state , loc2 , state ->sse.mxcsr);
84
85 mov_reg (state , 0x4 , state ->rax);
86
87 eexit(state); // END SGX_ENTRY , EEXIT
88 }
89
90
91 void lusercall_noreturn ( struct x86state *state)
92 {
93
94 xor(state , *( state ->r10), state ->r10);
95 xor(state , *( state ->r11), state ->r11);
96
97 lsgx_exit (state);
98 }
99

100
101 void lusercall_save_state ( struct x86state *state)
102 {
103
104 push(state , state ->r15);
105 push(state , state ->r14);
106 push(state , state ->r13);
107 push(state , state ->r12);
108 push(state , state ->rbp);
109 push(state , state ->rbx);
110 sub(state , 8, state ->rsp);
111 uint16_t *tmp = offset16 (( uint64_t *)*( state ->rsp), 4);
112 movw_reg (state , *( state ->x87. fpuctl ), tmp);
113 mov_reg (state , *( state ->sse.mxcsr), ( uint64_t *)*( state ->rsp)

);
114
115 uint64_t *loc;
116
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117 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_last_rsp );
118 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rsp), loc);
119
120 lusercall_noreturn (state);
121 }
122
123
124 void lusercall_abort ( struct x86state *state)
125 {
126
127 // set laborted = 1
128
129 if (DEBUG == 0) {
130 lusercall_noreturn (state);
131 } else {
132 lusercall_save_state (state);
133 }
134 }
135
136
137 void usercall ( struct x86state *state)
138 {
139
140 if (*( state ->rcx) != 0) {
141 lusercall_abort (state);
142 } else {
143 lusercall_save_state (state);
144 }
145 }
146
147
148 void lreentry_panic ( struct x86state *state)
149 {
150
151 xor(state , *( state ->r8), state ->r8);
152 xor(state , *( state ->r9), state ->r9);
153 xor(state , *( state ->r10), state ->r10);
154 xor(state , *( state ->r11), state ->r11);
155
156 lsgx_exit (state);
157 }
158
159
160 void lafter_init ( struct x86state *state)
161 {
162
163 load_tcsls_flag_secondary_bool (state , (state ->rcx));
164 entry(state , *( state ->rdi), *( state ->rsi), *( state ->rdx),
165 tcsls_flag_secondary , *( state ->r8), *( state ->r9));
166 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rax), state ->rsi);
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167 xor(state , *( state ->rdi), state ->rdi);
168
169 lexit(state);
170 }
171
172
173 void lskip_init ( struct x86state *state)
174 {
175
176 entry_sanitize_final (state);
177
178 lafter_init (state);
179 }
180
181
182 void lskip_debug_init ( struct x86state *state)
183 {
184
185 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rdx), state ->r10);
186 mov_reg (state , UINT64_MAX , state ->rax);
187 mov_reg (state , UINT64_MAX , state ->rdx);
188
189 get_xrstor_cond (state);
190 xrstor (state);
191
192 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r10), state ->rdx);
193
194 uint64_t loc;
195
196 loc = offset64val (state ->gs.base , tcsls_last_rsp );
197 mov_reg (state , loc , state ->r11);
198
199 if (*( state ->r11) != 0) {
200 lusercall_ret (state);
201 return ;
202 }
203
204 loc = offset64val (state ->gs.base , tcsls_tos );
205 mov_reg (state , loc , state ->rsp);
206
207 uint64_t *loc1 = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_flags );
208 uint64_t cf = bts(state , loc1 , tcsls_flag_init_once );
209
210 // bts returns (( bitbaseval >> ( bitoffset % 64)) & 1)
211 // (((( uintptr_t )base)+ tcsls_flags ) >>( tcsls_flag_init_once %64)

) & 1
212
213 if (cf) {
214 lskip_init (state);
215 return ;
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216 }
217
218 // IMAGE_BASE is the ( simulated ) address the enclave is

loaded at
219 lea(state , IMAGE_BASE , state ->rax);
220
221 add(state , *( state ->rax), state ->rsp);
222
223 loc1 = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_tos );
224 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rsp), loc1);
225
226 entry_sanitize_final (state);
227
228 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rdi), state ->rbx);
229 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rsi), state ->r12);
230 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rdx), state ->r13);
231 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r8), state ->r14);
232 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r9), state ->r15);
233 load_tcsls_flag_secondary_bool (state , (state ->rdi));
234 tcs_init (state , tcsls_flag_secondary );
235
236 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rbx), state ->rdi);
237 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r12), state ->rsi);
238 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r13), state ->rdx);
239 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r14), state ->r8);
240 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r15), state ->r9);
241
242 lafter_init (state);
243 }
244
245
246 void sgx_entry ( struct x86state *state)
247 {
248
249 uint64_t *loc;
250
251 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_retip );
252 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rcx), loc);
253
254 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_rsp );
255 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rsp), loc);
256
257 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_rbp );
258 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rbp), loc);
259
260 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_r12 );
261 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r12), loc);
262
263 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_r13 );
264 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r13), loc);
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265
266 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_r14 );
267 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r14), loc);
268
269 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_r15 );
270 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r15), loc);
271
272 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_tcs_addr );
273 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rbx), loc);
274
275 uint32_t *loc1 = offset32 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_mxcsr );
276 movdw_reg (state , *( state ->sse.mxcsr), loc1);
277
278 uint16_t *loc2 = offset16 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_user_fcw );
279 movw_reg (state , *( state ->x87. fpuctl ), loc2);
280
281 if (DEBUG) {
282 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_debug_panic_buf_ptr );
283 mov_reg (state , *( state ->r10), loc);
284 lskip_debug_init (state);
285 } else {
286 lskip_debug_init (state);
287 }
288 }

B.3 Instructions
1 /*
2 * Contains the implementations of x86 instructions .
3 * Certain instructions make use of the state reference , while

others do not.
4 * The reference is included in the parameter list for

consistency and future
5 * iterations .
6 */
7
8 # include "entry.h"
9

10 // offset from base adress ptr by val number of bytes
11 uint64_t * offset64 ( uint64_t *ptr , uint64_t val)
12 /*@ requires
13 u_llong_integer (( uint64_t *) ((( uintptr_t ) ptr) + val), ? ptrval )
14 ;@*/
15 /*@ ensures
16 u_llong_integer (( uint64_t *) ((( uintptr_t ) ptr) + val), ptrval )
17 &*& result == (( uint64_t *) ((( uintptr_t ) ptr) + val))
18 ;@*/
19 {
20 return ( uint64_t *) ((( uintptr_t )ptr) + val);
21 }
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22
23 // offset from base adress ptr by val number of bytes
24 uint64_t offset64val ( uint64_t *ptr , uint64_t val)
25 /*@ requires
26 u_llong_integer (( uint64_t *) ((( uintptr_t ) ptr) + val), ? ptrval )
27 ;@*/
28 /*@ ensures
29 u_llong_integer (( uint64_t *) ((( uintptr_t ) ptr) + val), ptrval )
30 &*& ptrval == result
31 ;@*/
32 {
33 return *(( uint64_t *) ((( uintptr_t )ptr) + val));
34 }
35
36 uint8_t * offset8 ( uint64_t *ptr , uint8_t val)
37 /*@ requires
38 u_character (( uint8_t *) ((( uintptr_t ) ptr) + val), ? ptrval )
39 ;@*/
40 /*@ ensures
41 u_character (( uint8_t *) ((( uintptr_t ) ptr) + val), ptrval )
42 &*& result == (( uint8_t *) ((( uintptr_t ) ptr) + val))
43 ;@*/
44 {
45 return ( uint8_t *) ((( uintptr_t )ptr) + val);
46 }
47
48 uint8_t offset8val ( uint64_t *ptr , uint8_t val)
49 /*@ requires
50 u_character (( uint8_t *) ((( uintptr_t ) ptr) + val), ? ptrval )
51 ;@*/
52 /*@ ensures
53 u_character (( uint8_t *) ((( uintptr_t ) ptr) + val), ptrval )
54 &*& ptrval == result
55 ;@*/
56 {
57 return *(( uint8_t *) ((( uintptr_t )ptr) + val));
58 }
59
60 uint16_t * offset16 ( uint64_t *ptr , uint16_t val)
61 /*@ requires
62 u_short_integer (( uint16_t *) ((( uintptr_t ) ptr) + val), ? ptrval )
63 ;@*/
64 /*@ ensures
65 u_short_integer (( uint16_t *) ((( uintptr_t ) ptr) + val), ptrval )
66 &*& result == (( uint16_t *) ((( uintptr_t ) ptr) + val))
67 ;@*/
68 {
69 return ( uint16_t *) ((( uintptr_t )ptr) + val);
70 }
71
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72 uint16_t offset16val ( uint64_t *ptr , uint16_t val)
73 /*@ requires
74 u_short_integer (( uint16_t *) ((( uintptr_t ) ptr) + val), ? ptrval )
75 ;@*/
76 /*@ ensures
77 u_short_integer (( uint16_t *) ((( uintptr_t ) ptr) + val), ptrval )
78 &*& ptrval == result
79 ;@*/
80 {
81 return *(( uint16_t *) ((( uintptr_t )ptr) + val));
82 }
83
84 uint32_t * offset32 ( uint64_t *ptr , uint32_t val)
85 /*@ requires
86 u_integer (( uint32_t *) ((( uintptr_t ) ptr) + val), ? ptrval )
87 ;@*/
88 /*@ ensures
89 u_integer (( uint32_t *) ((( uintptr_t ) ptr) + val), ptrval )
90 &*& result == (( uint32_t *) ((( uintptr_t ) ptr) + val))
91 ;@*/
92 {
93 return ( uint32_t *) ((( uintptr_t )ptr) + val);
94 }
95
96 uint32_t offset32val ( uint64_t *ptr , uint32_t val)
97 /*@ requires
98 u_integer (( uint32_t *) ((( uintptr_t ) ptr) + val), ? ptrval )
99 ;@*/

100 /*@ ensures
101 u_integer (( uint32_t *) ((( uintptr_t ) ptr) + val), ptrval )
102 &*& ptrval == result
103 ;@*/
104 {
105 return *(( uint32_t *) ((( uintptr_t )ptr) + val));
106 }
107
108 void movb_reg ( struct x86state *state , uint8_t val , uint8_t *dst

)
109 /*@ requires
110 u_character (dst , _)
111 ;@*/
112 /*@ ensures
113 u_character (dst , val)
114 ;@*/
115 {
116 // set reg at dst to val
117 *dst = val;
118 }
119
120 void movw_reg ( struct x86state *state , uint16_t val , uint16_t *
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dst)
121 /*@ requires
122 u_short_integer (dst , _)
123 ;@*/
124 /*@ ensures
125 u_short_integer (dst , val)
126 ;@*/
127 {
128 // set reg at dst to val
129 *dst = val;
130 }
131
132 void movdw_reg ( struct x86state *state , uint32_t val , uint32_t *

dst)
133 /*@ requires
134 u_integer (dst , _)
135 ;@*/
136 /*@ ensures
137 u_integer (dst , val)
138 ;@*/
139 {
140 // set reg at dst to val
141 *dst = val;
142 }
143
144 void mov_reg ( struct x86state *state , uint64_t val , uint64_t *

dst)
145 /*@ requires
146 u_llong_integer (dst , _)
147 ;@*/
148 /*@ ensures
149 u_llong_integer (dst , val)
150 ;@*/
151 {
152 // set reg at dst to val
153 *dst = val;
154 }
155
156 void lea( struct x86state *state , uint64_t val , uint64_t *dst)
157 /*@ requires
158 u_llong_integer (dst , _)
159 ;@*/
160 /*@ ensures
161 u_llong_integer (dst , val)
162 ;@*/
163 { // same as mov_reg but address as argument
164 mov_reg (state , val , dst);
165 }
166
167 void xchg( struct x86state *state , uint64_t *src , uint64_t *dst)
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168 /*@ requires
169 u_llong_integer (dst , ? dstval )
170 &*& u_llong_integer (src , ? srcval )
171 ;@*/
172 /*@ ensures
173 u_llong_integer (dst , srcval )
174 &*& u_llong_integer (src , dstval )
175 ;@*/
176 {
177 uint64_t tmp = *dst;
178 mov_reg (state , *src , dst);
179 mov_reg (state , tmp , src);
180 }
181
182 // nop is an alias for xchg (E)AX (E)AX
183 void nop( struct x86state *state)
184 /*@ requires true
185 ;@*/
186 /*@ ensures true
187 ;@*/
188 {
189 // xchg(state , &( state ->rax), &( state ->rax));
190 }
191
192 // currently modelling lfence as a NOP instruction
193 void lfence ( struct x86state *state)
194 /*@ requires true
195 ;@*/
196 /*@ ensures true
197 ;@*/
198 {
199 nop(state);
200 }
201
202 uint64_t bts( struct x86state *state , uint64_t *bitbase ,

uint64_t bitoffset )
203 /*@ requires
204 u_llong_integer (bitbase , ?val)
205 ;@*/
206 /*@ ensures
207 u_llong_integer (bitbase , (val | (1 << (val >> ( bitoffset % 64)

& 1))))
208 &*& result == (( val >> ( bitoffset % 64)) & 1)
209 ;@*/
210 {
211 uint64_t cf = 0; // RFLAGS .CF
212
213 // set cf of rflags to bitbase + bitoffset
214 // set bit bitbase |= 1 << bitoffset ;
215
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216 // (n >> k) & 1 gets the kth bit of n
217
218 int k = (int)( bitoffset % 64);
219
220 uint64_t baseval = * bitbase ;
221
222 cf = ( baseval >> k) & 1; // get kth bit
223
224 * bitbase = baseval | (( uint64_t )1 << cf); // set kth bit
225
226 return cf;
227 }
228
229 void add( struct x86state *state , uint64_t val , uint64_t *reg)
230 /*@ requires
231 u_llong_integer (reg , ? regval )
232 ;@*/
233 /*@ ensures
234 u_llong_integer (reg , regval + val)
235 ;@*/
236 {
237 uint64_t res = val + *reg;
238
239 *reg = res;
240 }
241
242
243 void sub( struct x86state *state , uint64_t val , uint64_t *reg)
244 /*@ requires
245 u_llong_integer (reg , ? regval )
246 ;@*/
247 /*@ ensures
248 u_llong_integer (reg , regval - val)
249 ;@*/
250 {
251 uint64_t res = *reg - val;
252
253 *reg = res;
254 }
255
256 void and( struct x86state * state , uint64_t val , uint64_t *reg)
257 /*@ requires
258 u_llong_integer (reg , ? regval )
259 ;@*/
260 /*@ ensures
261 u_llong_integer (reg , val & regval )
262 ;@*/
263 {
264 uint64_t res = val & *reg;
265
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266 *reg = res;
267 }
268
269 void xor( struct x86state * state , uint64_t val , uint64_t *dst)
270 /*@ requires
271 u_llong_integer (dst , ? dstval )
272 ;@*/
273 /*@ ensures
274 u_llong_integer (dst , val ^ dstval )
275 ;@*/
276 {
277 uint64_t res = val ^ *dst;
278
279 *dst = res;
280 }
281
282 void or( struct x86state * state , uint64_t val , uint64_t *dst)
283 /*@ requires
284 u_llong_integer (dst , ? dstval )
285 ;@*/
286 /*@ ensures
287 u_llong_integer (dst , val | dstval )
288 ;@*/
289 {
290 uint64_t res = val | *dst;
291
292 *dst = res;
293 }
294
295 void pop( struct x86state *state , uint64_t *dst)
296 /*@ requires
297 state ->rsp |-> ?rsp
298 &*& u_llong_integer (rsp ,? rspval )
299 &*& u_llong_integer (( uint64_t *) rspval ,? topval )
300 &*& u_llong_integer (dst , _)
301 ;@*/
302 /*@ ensures
303 state ->rsp |-> rsp
304 &*& u_llong_integer (rsp , rspval + 8)
305 &*& u_llong_integer (( uint64_t *) rspval , topval )
306 &*& u_llong_integer (dst , topval )
307 ;@*/
308 {
309 // copy sp to dst and increment sp by 8
310 uint64_t *tmp = ( uint64_t *)*( state ->rsp);
311 *dst = *tmp;
312 *( state ->rsp) = ( uintptr_t )tmp + 8;
313 }
314
315 void push( struct x86state *state , uint64_t *src)
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316 /*@ requires
317 state ->rsp |-> ?rsp
318 &*& u_llong_integer (( rsp) ,? rspval )
319 &*& u_llong_integer (src ,? srcval )
320 &*& u_llong_integer (( uint64_t *) ( rspval - 8), _)
321 ;@*/
322 /*@ ensures
323 state ->rsp |-> rsp
324 &*& u_llong_integer (( rsp),rspval -8)
325 &*& u_llong_integer (src , srcval )
326 &*& u_llong_integer (( uint64_t *) ( rspval - 8), srcval )
327 ;@*/
328 {
329 // decrement sp by 8 and copy src to sp
330 uint64_t tmp = ( uintptr_t ) * (state ->rsp);
331 *( state ->rsp) = tmp - 8;
332 uint64_t *ptr = ( uint64_t *) (*( state ->rsp));
333 *ptr = *src;
334 }
335
336 void pushval ( struct x86state *state , uint64_t src)
337 /*@ requires
338 state ->rsp |-> ?rsp
339 &*& u_llong_integer (( rsp) ,? rspval )
340 &*& u_llong_integer (( uint64_t *)( rspval - 8), _)
341 ;@*/
342 /*@ ensures
343 state ->rsp |-> rsp
344 &*& u_llong_integer (( rsp),rspval -8)
345 &*& u_llong_integer (( uint64_t *)( rspval - 8), src)
346 ;@*/
347 {
348 // decrement sp by 8 and copy src to sp
349 uint64_t tmp = ( uintptr_t ) * (state ->rsp);
350 *( state ->rsp) = tmp - 8;
351 uint64_t *ptr = ( uint64_t *) (*( state ->rsp));
352 *ptr = src;
353 }
354
355 void popf( struct x86state *state)
356 /*@ requires
357 state ->rsp |-> ?rsp
358 &*& state -> rflags |-> ? rflags
359 &*& u_llong_integer (rsp ,? rspval )
360 &*& u_llong_integer (( uint64_t *) rspval ,? topval )
361 &*& u_llong_integer (( rflags ),_)
362 ;@*/
363 /*@ ensures
364 state ->rsp |-> rsp
365 &*& state -> rflags |-> rflags
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366 &*& u_llong_integer (rsp , rspval + 8)
367 &*& u_llong_integer (( uint64_t *) rspval , topval )
368 &*& u_llong_integer (rflags , topval )
369 ;@*/
370 {
371 pop(state , (state -> rflags ));
372 }
373
374 void pushf( struct x86state *state)
375 /*@ requires
376 state ->rsp |-> ?rsp
377 &*& state -> rflags |-> ? rflags
378 &*& u_llong_integer (rsp ,? rspval )
379 &*& u_llong_integer (rflags , ? rflagsval )
380 &*& u_llong_integer (( uint64_t *) (rspval -8) , _)
381 ;@*/
382 /*@ ensures
383 state ->rsp |-> rsp
384 &*& state -> rflags |-> rflags
385 &*& u_llong_integer (rsp ,rspval -8)
386 &*& u_llong_integer (rflags , rflagsval )
387 &*& u_llong_integer (( uint64_t *) (rspval -8) , rflagsval )
388 ;@*/
389
390 {
391 // pushfq : decrement the stack pointer (RSP) by 8 and push

RFLAGS on the stack
392 push(state , (state -> rflags ));
393 }

1 # include "entry.h"
2
3 // The state component corresponding to bit i of state -

component bitmaps is
4 // called state component i. Thus , x87 state is state component

0; SSE state
5 // is state component 1.
6
7 void get_xrstor_cond ( struct x86state *state)
8
9 {

10 // RFBM: = XCR0 AND EDX : EAX; /* bitwise logical AND */
11 uint64_t edx_eax = ((* state ->rdx) << 32) | (((* state ->rax) <<

32) >> 32);
12
13 uint64_t rfbm = *state ->xcr0 & edx_eax ;
14
15 // COMPMASK : = XCOMP_BV field from XSAVE header ;
16 uint64_t compmask = state ->xsave. xsave_hdr . XCOMP_BV ;
17
18 // RSTORMASK : = XSTATE_BV field from XSAVE header ;
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19 uint64_t rstormask = state ->xsave. xsave_hdr . XSTATE_BV ;
20
21 // TO_BE_RESTORED : = RFBM AND RSTORMASK ;
22 uint64_t std_to_be_restored = rfbm & rstormask ;
23
24 // TO_BE_INITIALIZED : = RFBM AND NOT RSTORMASK ;
25 uint64_t std_to_be_initialized = rfbm & ~ rstormask ;
26
27 // FORMAT = COMPMASK AND 7 FFFFFFF_FFFFFFFFH ;
28 uint64_t format = compmask ; // & 0 x7FFFFFFF_FFFFFFFF ;
29 // RESTORE_FEATURES = FORMAT AND RFBM;
30 uint64_t restore_features = format & rfbm;
31 // TO_BE_RESTORED : = RESTORE_FEATURES AND RSTORMASK ;
32 uint64_t cmp_to_be_restored = restore_features & rstormask ;
33 // FORCE_INIT : = RFBM AND NOT FORMAT ;
34 uint64_t force_init = rfbm & ~ format ;
35 // TO_BE_INITIALIZED = (RFBM AND NOT RSTORMASK ) OR FORCE_INIT

;
36 uint64_t cmp_to_be_initialized = (rfbm & ~ rstormask ) |

force_init ;
37
38 *( state ->xsave.cond -> rfbm_val ) = rfbm;
39 *( state ->xsave.cond -> std_rstor ) = std_to_be_restored ;
40 *( state ->xsave.cond -> std_init ) = std_to_be_initialized ;
41 *( state ->xsave.cond -> cmp_rstor ) = cmp_to_be_restored ;
42 *( state ->xsave.cond -> cmp_init ) = cmp_to_be_initialized ;
43 }
44
45 // simplified xrstor for fpuctl and mxcsr
46 void xrstor ( struct x86state *state)
47
48 {
49 // IF COMPMASK [63] = 0
50 if ((( state ->xsave. xsave_hdr . XCOMP_BV >> 63) & 1) ==
51 0) { // Standard form of XRSTOR
52
53 if (((*( state ->xsave.cond -> std_rstor ) >> 0) & 1) == 1) {
54 // THEN load x87 state from legacy region of XSAVE area;
55 *state ->x87. fpuctl = *state ->xsave. xsave_lgcy .

saved_x87state . fpuctl ;
56
57 } else if (((*( state ->xsave.cond -> std_init ) >> 0) & 1) ==

1) {
58 // initialize x87 state;
59 *state ->x87. fpuctl = 0x037F;
60 }
61
62 if ((((*( state ->xsave.cond -> rfbm_val ) >> 1) & 1) == 1) ||
63 (((*( state ->xsave.cond -> rfbm_val ) >> 2) & 1) == 1)) {
64 // THEN load MXCSR from legacy region of XSAVE area;
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65 *state ->sse.mxcsr = *state ->xsave. xsave_lgcy .
saved_ssestate .mxcsr;

66 }
67
68 } else { // compacted form
69
70 if (state ->xsave. compact == 0) {
71 // throw general protection exception #GP (0);
72 abort ();
73 }
74
75 if (((*( state ->xsave.cond -> cmp_rstor ) >> 0) & 1) == 1) {
76
77 // load x87 state from legacy region of XSAVE area;
78 *state ->x87. fpuctl = *state ->xsave. xsave_lgcy .

saved_x87state . fpuctl ;
79 } else if (((*( state ->xsave.cond -> cmp_init ) >> 0) & 1) ==

1) {
80
81 // initialize x87 state;
82 *state ->x87. fpuctl = 0x037F;
83 }
84
85 if (((*( state ->xsave.cond -> cmp_rstor ) >> 1) & 1) == 1) {
86
87 // load SSE state from legacy region of XSAVE area;
88 *state ->sse.mxcsr = *state ->xsave. xsave_lgcy .

saved_ssestate .mxcsr;
89
90 } else if (((*( state ->xsave.cond -> cmp_init ) >> 1) & 1) ==

1) {
91
92 // MXCSR: = 1F80H;
93 *state ->sse.mxcsr = 0x1F80;
94 }
95 }
96 }

B.4 Functions
1 /*
2 * Contains the implementations of functions .
3 */
4
5 # include "entry.h"
6
7
8 void load_tcsls_flag_secondary_bool ( struct x86state *state ,

uint64_t *reg)
9 {
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10
11 uint64_t shift_val = ( uint64_t )1 << tcsls_flag_secondary ;
12
13 mov_reg (state , shift_val , reg);
14 uint64_t loc;
15 loc = offset64val (state ->gs.base , tcsls_flags );
16 and(state , loc , reg);
17 }
18
19
20 void entry_sanitize_final ( struct x86state *state)
21 {
22
23 pushf(state);
24 and(state , 0x40400 , ( uint64_t *)*( state ->rsp));
25 popf(state);
26
27 if ( laborted ) {
28 or (state , 8, state ->rsp);
29 abort_reentry (state);
30 }
31 }
32
33
34 void get_tcs_addr ( struct x86state *state)
35 {
36
37 uint64_t loc;
38
39 loc = offset64val (state ->gs.base , tcsls_tcs_addr );
40 mov_reg (state , loc , (state ->rax));
41 pop(state , (state ->r11));
42 lfence (state);
43
44 return_usercall (state);
45 }
46
47
48 void get_tls_ptr ( struct x86state *state)
49 {
50
51 uint64_t loc;
52
53 loc = offset64val (state ->gs.base , tcsls_tls_ptr );
54 mov_reg (state , loc , (state ->rax));
55 pop(state , (state ->r11));
56 lfence (state);
57
58 return_usercall (state);
59 }
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60
61
62 void set_tls_ptr ( struct x86state *state)
63 {
64
65 uint64_t *loc;
66 loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base , tcsls_tls_ptr );
67 mov_reg (state , *( state ->rdi), loc);
68 pop(state , (state ->r11));
69 lfence (state);
70
71 return_usercall (state);
72 }
73
74
75 void take_debug_panic_buf_ptr ( struct x86state *state)
76 {
77
78 xor(state , *( state ->rax), (state ->rax));
79 uint64_t *loc = offset64 (state ->gs.base ,

tcsls_debug_panic_buf_ptr );
80 xchg(state , loc , (state ->rax));
81 pop(state , (state ->r11));
82 lfence (state);
83
84 return_usercall (state);
85 }

B.5 External Functions
1 /*
2 * Contains the implementations of extern al functions .
3 */
4
5 # include "entry.h"
6
7
8 void abort_reentry ( struct x86state *state)
9 {

10 abort ();
11 }
12
13
14 void tcs_init ( struct x86state *state , int secondary )
15 {}
16
17 struct pair entry( struct x86state *state , uint64_t p1 , uint64_t

p2 , uint64_t p3 ,
18 int secondary , uint64_t p4 , uint64_t p5)
19 {
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20 // empty code
21 struct pair pair;
22 pair.first = 0;
23 pair. second = 0;
24
25 return pair;
26 }
27
28 void return_usercall ( struct x86state *state)
29 {}
30
31 void eexit( struct x86state *state)
32 {}
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